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In'creword.

The global threat on ecosystems and environment brought about by forest destruction and
deforestation particularly in tropical SoutheastAsia has a strong influence in the majorshift
from timber oriented program to nonwoodlbrestproducts orNWFPs such as rattan, among

others, Rattan in tropical countries, particularly in the ASEAN region is considered second

to timber in terms of economic importance. In the region, rattan for many years has

become a major source of livelihood to many low income rural I^mines and principal raw
material to furniture and handicraft industries.

The importance of rattan has triggered the holding of Experts' Consultation on Rattan

Development held in Rome in December 2000. The said consultation noted two significant

things. One, is that rattan is economically, 80010-culturally and ecologicalIy important to a

large number of people in the ASEAN. The other is that there is a severely dwindling

supply offattan from the wilds because of overexploitation and loss offOresthabitat. Ifthis

situation continues up to the foreseeable future, millions of ASEAN peoples willsufferloss

of income, decline in status in life, decay in culture, and irreversible loss of genetic

resources, without which agriculture and forestry willstagnate.

The said Experts' Consultation was primarily concern on the sustainability of rattan

resources to sustain the increasing demand of the commodity by the different end-users in
the rattan producing countries.

To address the immediate potential adverse impact of the gradual depletion offattan in the
ASEAN region, the Philippines with funding from ITTO has launched a one-yearpre-project
entitled ':Application of Production and Utilization Technologies for Rattan Sustainable
Development in the ASEANMember-Countries. "

The principal aim of the projectis to assess the status of rattan resources in the ASEAN

member countries including the aspects on socio-economics. This technical report
comprises the summary of paperspresentedbytheASEANcountryrepresentatives during
the regional conference held in Manila, Phil^)pines on 22-23 January 2004.

The various papers presented were a subject of a workshop during the conl^rence where
the priority needs!"concerns of the ASEANcountries were identified which shall be the basis

of the sequelproject, hopefully to be funded again by-InO.

ms hoped that this technical report will be a valuable reference to alend-users of rattan in

the ASEAN region including those interested parties outside the region.
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This pre-projectis a surveyon the status of the rattan production and industry in 9ASEAN
membercountries: Brunei Oarussalam, Cambodia, Indonesia, Lao People^ Democratic

Republic, Malaysia, Myanmar; the Philippines, Thailand, and Vietnam. Data and
information were gathered and subjected to sustainability and SWOT analyses. Focal

persons were appointed to oversee the data gathering in each country. Finally, a regional
conference on rattan was held in Manila as a cuminating activity.

On production, two countries have the most number of rattan species and almost the
same: 312 for Indonesia; 311 for Malaysia; the Philipines is third with 96 species; then,

Brimei Oarussalam with 80 species; Thailand, 62; Lao PDR, 44; Vietnam, 30; and

Cambodia, 11.

The countries differ in rattan commercialspecies, Malaysia has 30 species, 'Indonesia, 28, '

Phi^pines, 12; Lao PDR, if; Thailand, 9; and 5 for Brunei Dafussalam, Cambodia,
Vietnam andMyanmar.

All ASEAN countries in the study established rattan plantations. Most of the plantations

were established in logged-over areas, timber plantations, dipterocaip forest, old rubbedoil

palm plantations and communal tree fams. The setting up of rattan plantations is

motivated by lucrative returns on investments for rattans grown in large-scale plantations,

The development of genebanks and germplasm contribute to the conservation of rattan.

Malaysia has genetic trials covering 478 genetic origins of 4 major commercial species.

Lao PDR also started 8 species at their germplasm garden. The Philippines established

genebanks with 45 and 25 taxa in Los Bados andBukidnon, respectively.

Seeds can be collected from the established rattan plantations but most of the country

reported that most of the rattan seeds came from the naturalstands and wild. Rattan can

be propagated not only by seed but also from wildlings and suckers. Wildlings grow from

fallen seeds on the forest floor. Suckers actually grow out of the base and nodes of mature

rattan cane. Tissue culture is rattan propagation technique which is being initiated by

Malaysia and Philippines.

The seeds are kept moist and cool at times of transport from the source to storing place

and then store at room temperature. Generally, rattan seeds are extracted either by

maceration, scarification, slicing through the embryo cover, or by soaking overnight. Seeds
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are then sown in a seed bed. Smallseeds are broadcast 2.5 cm apart, large seeds 5 cm

apart. It is important to water the seedbed at least two times a day. The common

transplanting medium is soil and sand at 3.7 ratio and placed in plastic bags of different

sizes. The nursery must be free of weeds. It is important to observe stringent nursery

hygiene to minimize pestand diseases.

Lao PDR and Thailand reported on the growing of rattan shoots for food. The prospectibr
rattan shoots is much better than for rattan cane in Lao.

The common experience for the next 9 ino to 12 ino after outplanting, application of

foulizer(e. g. NPK) could be done. The solproperties differentiate the amountibribrtilizer

that could be applied fordiiferentASEAN countries.

Practices necessary for the maintenance and protection of the rattan plantation include

weeding, brushing, canopy openingfthinning, replanting, putting up signboards and

prevention such as controlling the occurrence of possible pests and diseases.

Freshly cut rattan are cutint0 4 to 6 pieces measuring 3 in to 4 in per piece and sorted

according to species, size and presence or absence of defects. Malaysia specifically sort

rattan into 5 diameter and 2 quality classes. These are bundled into 15 to 20 pieces forthe

large diameter canes and cong to 60 kgperbundle for smalldiameterrattan. Transportof

the caries from the forest may be by land vehicles orwith the use of animals orthese are

dragged that resultin damages of the skin or ind. The practiced exposes the cane to

staining fungithat causes bluish to black stain on the surface and inner surface of rattan.

Traditional methods in cane treatment includes draining of water, skin-o178und!yinethods,

smoking and boiling in oil and are practiced in Lao PDR and Myanmar while other

countries do the treatment at the depotorattheprocessingplant.

Complete processing of freshly cutrattan is done in Indonesia since the processing plantis

in close proximity to the collection site. Freshly cutrattans undergo pre-treatment, grading,

washing, drying, whitening, fumigation, scraping, selection, sorting andpacking.

Secondary processing of rattan is usually done at the warehouse where they are scraped,

sorted into large, medium or small diameterI straightened and allowed to dry on its ends.

Large diameter rattans are washed, boiled in chat 6000 to 100. C for 30 min, washed and

dried. An effective method of keeping rattan from staining fungiand insects is through the
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It appears that Indonesia, Malaysia and the Philippines are the only 3 countries in the

ASEAN that have fully utilized existing or developed technologies in rattan processing.

Although these countries have done so, it is necessary that further improvement be

undertaken to address the problems confronting the industry. These include the need for

an improvement in harvesting techniques andproduction of high quality rawmaterials. On

the other hand, lack or poor information dissemination on advanced processing
technologies is a basic problem of other ASEAN countries like Lao PDR, Cambodia,

Brunej Myanmarand Vietnam.

Based from the results of the study an extensive in^rination campaign should be
conducted to torniliarize rattan gatherers, traders, manufacturers and stakeholders on the

current production and utilization technologies. A training program on the application of
these technologies have to be disseminated and demonstrated in countries where there is

an abundant supply of rattan resources but wanting in terms of the current trends in

processing. These technologies include raw material processing, improvement of product

quality andproduct design. The subsequent adoption of these technologies shangenerate
employment thus, providing benefits to the villages or the communities of the countries
concerned.
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One of the most important natural assets of ASEAN
membercountries is their rattan. Yearly, it brings
to these countries millions of dollars in terms of

exports. Domestically, rattan enables many of those
who live in forest fringes to survive and those who
live in the lowlands to lead better lives.

Introduction

.

The map below (Figure I) shows ASEAN both as
a whole region and as comprised of countries with
their own area-specific peoples, resources, and
problems. Holistically speaking, there is 00 ASEAN
without the countries; and there is 00 ASEAN
country without taking as a whole its economic,
social, cultural, scientific, technological, ecological,
market, information al, and political attributes-none
more important than the others, Importantly, all
stakeholders must be active participants in the

dramaofdevelopment. This perspective is reflected
in the content, organization, and the manner by
which the analysis was executed and presented in
this paper.

Rattan grows in diverse environments: tropical
rainforest, peat swamp, mangrove, and deciduous
forests of Africa, Asia, Australia, as well as Papua
New Guinea. There are about 650 rattan species
in 13 genera in the world, and they are confined to
the tropics. However, only less than 10% of these
are being used commercially.

Rattans in Africa are widespread throughout West
and Central Africa and are a common component
of the forest flora. There are 20 species of rattan,
representing fourgenera that are relatively easy to
differentiate, particularly the morphology of climbing
organs (Sunderland, 2000).
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For several decades, timber has been considered
the only forest product of status owing to its
significant monetary value. Because of dwindling
timberstocks, there has been a shift of commercial
attention to non-timber species as an alternative
raw materlals particularly for furniture and domestic
uses. Subsequently, the rattan stocks are now
dwindling. Consequently, ASEAN member
countries must actively support and develop the
rattan industry and apply on it the wisdom of science
and technology.

The Rome meeting in 2000 underscored the
relevance of rattan as a primary, supplementary,
and subsistence source of income in the rural areas.

Collecting rattan from the wild complements
agriculture in providing seasonal labor and source
of cash for home and farm. Rattan cultivation, as
has been practiced alleast forthe last 100 years
ago in Vietnam, is a productive option.

Currently, there are low economic returns to
gatherers and growers. Knowledge on the
taxonomy and biological aspects of rattan species
is fragmentary. The genetic base of rattan
is narrowing. Techniques in harvesting, postharvest
handling, processing, and marketing need to
be developed and/or improved. There is 00
standard grading mechanism or set of guidelines.
The natural environment and the environments of

policy and institutional supports need to be
enhanced.

(2) conducta situational analysis to determine
the (a) sustainability of the ASEAN rattan
industry, and (b) define the strengths,
weaknesses, opportunities, and threats
involving rattan in each ASEAN member-
country.

(3) recommend future actions to foster greater
ASEAN cooperation and enhance the
sustainability of the rattan sectorwithin the
Region and within each country.

,. 2. Methodology

1.2. ,. Project Inception

A projectinception meeting was held to establish
pre-project strategies and team members
assignments. The project team discussed and
scheduled the different activities that must be done

to achieve the pre-project objectives. The key
persons and focal institutions/agencies in the nine
ASEAN participating-countries were identified.
Coordination and collaboration arrangements
between the project and participating-countries
were established at this meeting. A clear and
thorough discussion on the overview of the
requirements and actions needed to assess the
SOCioeconomic acceptability, financial and market
reasibilities of rattan production, and utilization
technologies in the ASEAN Region was an
important part of the inception meeting. A strategy
on how to conduct situational analyses of the
commodity and the SOCioeconomic, production,
harvesting, processing, utilization, and market
dimensions of rattan in local communities,
established markets, and plantations in the ASEAN
Region was also conceptualized. One of the main
outputs of this activity was the designation of each
pre-projectteam member with hisIherassignments.
Finally, a comprehensive action plan program for
the entire duration of the pre-projectwas developed.

Questionnaire Formulation

Survey instrumentslquestionnaires wereformulated
to facilitate effective primary data gathering in
participating countries. The questionnaires covered
the different sectorlagencies involved in rattan
research and development and other sectors
benefited from rattan resources.

ASEAN needs to act now to develop rattan and
make it sustainable. This study is part of that
necessary action. It provides a common direction
to access the current status of rattan resources

development in the region.

The overall objective of the pre-project study is to
determine the ASEAN situation with regard to the
Region's rattan resources and the sectors involved
in the industry in each membercountry. The specific
objectives are to

(1) gather data and information on the
economic, technological, social, and
ecological aspects of the rattan industry in
ASEAN membercountries;

,
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b

b

Coordination and Data Gathering

Throughoutthe duration of the pre-project, the staff
worked with professionals and experts in the
ASEAN member-countries to facilitate the data

gathering and determinethe latest situation of rattan
resources development in the region.

@

Data gathering began immediately after the
designation of contact persons in each ASEAN
country involved with the Philippine counterpart
focal persons, Primary datawere gathered through
surveys, personal interviews, focus group
discussions and key informant interviews.
Secondary data collection was done through visits
to websites of rattan-producing ASEAN countries
and review of literature, both published and
unpublished.

*

service, or system becomes a threat to the
competing product, service, or system. The very
places to be looking for opportunities are where
there are problems, constraints, obstacles, or
difficulties. Examples: Rattan has limited supply -
that is an opportunity to produce more, say via
plantations (service). Rattan easily deteriorates -
that is an opportunity to introduce affordable
technology that is portable so that it can be used
right arthe harvest-place (product). Rattan has little
financial support from government - that is an
opportunity to become an advocate and gain
recognition from government circles (industry).

,

b'

SWOTAnalysis

Strength. A strength is a positive component of
any system, product, and service;it is a quality or
an ability that the competing product, service, or
system does outstandingly. Examples:rattan is very
beautiful(product), rattan is the only or main source
of income (service), and rattan is native to ASEAN
(industry).

r

Weakness. A weakness is a lack, an inferiority, or
a disability integral to the product, service, or
system. A weakness may be natural, such as the
smalldiameterofa rattan species; aweakness may
be because of man's neglect, such as stain on the
cane. And therefore, it must be noted that where a
product, service, orsystem is weak, the competing
product, service, or system is strong. Examples:
rattan is prune to staining (product); rattan is
biodegradable and thereforedoes notlast as much
as plastic or metal(service), and rattan is not well
organized (industry).

Opportunity. An opportunity is a situation, event,
circumstance, or position, that is seen as favorable
to the product, service, or system in the present or
future when taken advantage of. When you turn a
negative into a positive, that's opportunity. When
you take advantage of an opportunity, your product,

Threat. A threatis a situation, event, circumstance,
or position, that is seen as unfavorable to the
immediate or distant future of one's product,
service, or system. A competing product, service,
or system is a threat; so is a substitute product,
service, or system, one which may riot be similar
to one's product, service, or system. Examples:
plastic is a productthreat; employment abroad is a
service threat; and the currentsystem is a threatto
the sustainability system.

,. 2.2. ASEAN Regional Conference on
Rattan Sustainable Development

,

:

This was the culmination of allthe activities in this

pre-project. Each identified ASEAN focal person
involved in this pre-projectwas invited to present a
paper on the status of rattan resources in his or
her own country, their uses, extent and
management of naturalstands and plantations and
the approprlate silvicultural activities related to
sustainability of the resource.

,. 2.3. Conference Proceedings

An edited compilation of the proceedings of the
ASEAN Regional Conference on Rattan
Sustainable Development was prepared, taking into
consideration alithe papers presented, country
reports, highlights and allthe major issues and
concerns raised during the conference. The
compilation includes an action program which
contains activities to be undertaken by ASEAN
membercountries.

.
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In the ASEAN Region, rattan is a prime source of
foreign eXchange alertimber. The rattan sector
involves more than a million people who collect,
cultivate, process, trade, and market rattan
products.

nint e SE N Region

Since the 1980s, Indonesia has been the number
one rattan-exporting country in the world, supplying
80% of the world's demand. The rattan industry
contributed UsD 300 million in 2001 to the

Indonesian economy. Impressive as is, as earlier
rioted, two other countrles make millions of dollars
out of rattan and yet, they do riot own any forest
resources. In 1997, Hong Kong exported rattan
productsworth Us053 million and Singapore UsD
23 million.

almost exhausted;in Lao PDR, wild stocks are
substantial but declining; in Cambodia, oven
harvesting of wild stocks is probably underway. Part
of the explanation is that there is greater
industrialization in Vietnam than in Lao PDR and

Cambodia; there is smaller but more heavily
exploited forests in Vietnam, as the ethnic minorlty
groups remain quite dependenton harvesting forest
resources. !n allASEAN countries in this study, the
wild stocks are probably not far from exhaustion
unless intervention is immediately implemented.

, ., atu alS rids:
St c s

Tablel shows a rich diversity of this re uralresource
that emerges from an enumeration of the
taxonomicalIy identifieo species. ' Two countries
have the most number of rattan species and are
almost the same: 312 for Indonesia and 311 for

Malaysia. This is not surprising as these two
countries have the largest forest areas in the
ASEAN Region. The country with the third highest
number of rattan species is the Philippines with 96
species which is riot even half of those of either
Indonesia and Malaysia. SurprisingIy, almost the
same number of rattan species exists in the Brunei
Danesatam (80) and Thailand (62). The restofthe
ASEAN countries have comparatively fewer
species: 44 for Lao PDR, 30 for Vietnam, and 11
for Cambodia.

pecies and

^
,^

2

,

The countries also differ much in the number of

commercial species. This time with Malaysia as
number onewith 30 species and Indonesia with 28
species (Table I). In 3ad place, is the Philippines
with 12 species; in 4th place, Lao PDR with 11
species.

Commercial Species

Of the top 5 commercialspecies, Calamusmanan
is common to Indonesia, Malaysia, and Thailand;
C. ornatus to Brunei Darussalam, Indonesia, and
the Philippines; C. pollaneito Cambodia, Lao PDR,
and Vietnam; and C. solitonumtoavarietyin Brunei
Darussalam, Malaysia, and the Philipp' es There
are species unique to acountry, such as C. erectus
to Thailand, C. floribundus to Myanmar, C. gracilis
to Lao PDR, C. platyacanthus to Vietnam, C
rainulosus to the Philippines, C. optimus to Brunei
Darussalam, C. turnidus to Malaysia, and C.
viminalis to Cambodia.

While there are 00 data available, experts familiar
with the field situation in each country agree that in
Vietnam, the wild stocks of rattan are probably

a ERDB, College, Laguna4037 PHILIPPINES

' Theftg", esa, efromJofieHjAliAhmadeta12004for BinnejBambang ^renoandG, egoiioESantosJr2004formdonesia, SQMn"loneKetohanhdai
2004ibrLaoPDR, RtyaBa, I^an 20041brMalaysia, U innMyint2004forMyanma" CelsoPDiazandMa, toorRanros2004forthePhiljip^es, 01udchawan
Suithts, ismpa 2004for Thailand, Do rillNgoc Btoh 2004 for Vietriam, and fom Evans 2002 for Cambodia.

3

All ASEAN countries in the study report have
established rattan plantations (Table 2). As
expected, Indonesia covers the largest area of
rattan plantations, 334,000 ha; Malaysia with the
2"d largest rattan plantation area, 28,258 ha, but
this is only less than one-tenth of that of Indonesia;

Plan tions of Ratta
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Table ,. TaxonomicalIy recognized and commercial rattan species.

COUNTRY

Brunei

Darussalam

TaxonomicalIy recognized species

Cambodia

Total

Indonesia

80

Commercial

Lao PDR

11

312

Malaysia

5

44

5

Myanmar

Top 5 COMMERCIAL SPECIES

Calamus optimus, C. ornatus var. ornatus, C.
SGIpionum. Textsays 5 but only 3 in the actual
list, andno common names.

28

311

Calamusrudentum, C. pollanei, C. terradactylus
C. tenuis, C. vimina/is mildau). From list of fom
Evans etal, no common names either

Philippines

11

Calamus caesius (sega), C. trachycoleus (in41,
C. inarian (inariau), Calamus spp. (IOUlut),
Calamus ornatus (sega badak)

38

Thailand

30

4 main species:large-diameter Calamus pollan,
medium-diameter C. nambariensis, and small-
diameter caries C. gracilis and C. soiltarius

Vietnam

96

Calamus inarian (rotan manau), C. turnidus
(rotan inariau tikus), C. SGIpionum (rotan
semambu), C. caesius (rotsn sega), C.
trachycoleus (rotsn in41

5

62

and the Philippines with 17,245 ha, ranking 3, d.

Brunei Darussalam reports an almost nonexistent
rattan industry, buntcites 900 ha planted to rattan;
with Thailand slightly outsizing it with 1,018 ha.

The first cultivation of rattan occurred in 1850

somewhere in Central Kalimantan; this is
considered the pioneering venture.

There are three ways of internlanting rattan in the
ASEAN countries studied:(a)in timber plantations
as in Brunei Darussalam, (b) logged-over areas,
(c) old industrial plantations e. g. ,in West Sumatra.

30

12

Calamus Iatffdius trainata kyein), Giongisetus
(kabaung kyein), C. platyspathus (kuet-u kyein),
GIIoribundus rye kyein), C. guruba (kyein nO

,

Calamus mefrillii(palasan), C. ornatus var
philippinensis (/jinuran), C. mindorensis
(turnalim), C. ramulosus manlis), C. SGIpionum
(Malacca cane)

9

,

5

Calamus longisetus, C. wailing, C. erectus, C.
inarian (waikordum) C. peregrinus

Calamus tetradactylus (inaay neeps), C.
tonkinensis (inaay ddawngs), C. platyacanthus
(song inaaty), C. rudentum (song ddas), C
pollanei(song boofy)

\,

The setting up of rattan plantations is due to
lucrative returns on investments for rattans grown
in large-scale plantations which in turn can spur
the growth and diversification of the macroeconomic
environment of processing industries using this
resource. According to experts, "Thailand has lost
its rattan resources. " That explains why the Royal
Forest Department started rattan plantation
establishment in 1968 in Rangae District.

Worthy of special note is the smallholder
cultivation of small-diameter clustering species
C. terradactylusin North Vietnamwhich began over
100 years ago and is thus, one of the oldest rattan
cultivation systems in the world.
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Table 2. Rattan plantations established in ASEAN countries, 2004.

COUNTRY

Brunei

Darussalam

C

Indonesia

AREA (ha)

I %

Lao PDR

Malaysia

900

Philippines

118,802

Andulau Forest Reserve, Labi Hills Forest
Reserve, Ladan Hills Forest Reserve

Thailand

150

LOCATION

Central Kalimantan, East Kalimantan,
Java, Berau

23, , 57

,

17,395

Vietnam

Edible shoot plantations mostly by local
people

*

1.4 Germplasm and Genebank

Another important effort on rattan conservation is
the development of genebanks and germplasm. In
Malaysia, 33 genetic trials were established
coveting 478 genetic origins of4 majorcommercial
species, progeny trials and established 16 species
in the arboretum. Indonesia planted 20 species at
the BogorBotanicalGardens. Agermplasm garden
of 8 species was started in Lao PDR.

In the Philippines, a genebank of 45 taxa was
established in Los Banos, Laguna and in Bukidnon
with 25 taxa.

Sabah

13,446
21,846

DENR, 15 regions, Sungao, Mindoro
Oriental, Agusan del Sur.

Rangae District, Narathiwat Province,
Sukinin District, Narathiwat Province,
Muang District, Ranong Province, Muang
District, Suratthani Province, Tha Sae
District, Churnporn Province

25,000

DESCRIPTION

Interplanted in timber plantations.

*

Dipterocarp forest and logged
over areas.

"

Interplanted with palms and trees.

In timber concessions, logged
over, tree plantation forest.

Table 3. Rattan seed and seedling sources in ASEAN countries, 2004.

2. Propagation

2. , Seed Sources and Seed

Processing

Table 3 shows that most of the seeds are sourced

from the wild or boughtfrom aborigines or natives
of the areas where the rattans are. The exception
is Brunei Darussalam which imports seeds.

The country reports contained techniques on how
to properly collect and process the seeds for
storage. Thus: The seeds must be collected only

COUNTRY

Brunei

Darussalam

.,

Indonesia

SEXUAL PROPAGATION: RATTAN SEED &SEEDLING SOURCE

Seeds from local and foreign sources.

Lao PDR

C. caesius and C. trachycoleus: Seeds from a natural stand harvested from 3-4 times
(at least 10 meters long).
C. mops: Seeds from 10-yr old stand. C. zollingeniand C. sp. (lambang): from 50 meters
in length.

Malaysia

Philippines

vietnam

Seeds sourced from wild or from nurseries of villagers.

Seeds purchased from aborigines or collected from standing trees (natural or plantation).
Fruits collected from natural stands and wild.

Seeds sourced from the wild.

.
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from rattan stands that have been harvested from

3 to 4 times, with caries at least 10 in long.
Hardnessconfirmsthattheseeds are mature. They
must be kept moist and cool at alltimes durlng
transport, then processed upon arrival in their
destination to ensure high germination rate.

In the Philippines, seeds may be collected between
October and March each year. In Thailand, it has
been found that seedsstored in a plastic bag sealed
tightly in nearly vacuum condition and kept at room
temperature is viable for a month. Ifthe seeds are
stored at 10'C to 14'C, they will remain viable for
many months.

2.2 Seed Treatment and Germination

To prolong the seed viability, seeds/fruits are sorted
in polyethylene bags (. polybags) under humid
conditions and sprayed with water twice aday. With
this condition, they can be kept for I ino to 2 ino.

To contain low germination percentage of rattan
seeds, pretreatmentis necessary. Generally, rattan
seeds are extracted either by maceration,
scarification, slicing through the embryo cover, or
by soaking ranging from overnight(in Malaysia)to
10 days (Lao PDR). While the seeds are soaked,
water must be changed everyday or place them
under running. water (Thailand). To hasten and
improve germination aftersoaking, prickoffthe hilar
(the smallcapthatcovers the embryo) with asharp
pointed knifeorscalpel. Astested in the Philippines,
removing the hilar reduces germination time
greatly, from 365 days to 2 days for C. merrillii, from
210 days to 15 days for C. ornatus var.
philippinensis.

2.3 Seedbed, Seed Sowing and
Germination

ASEAN experienceshowsthatrattan seedsshou!d
hasown immediately after pretreatment; otherwise,
they losefasttheirvitality. Seeds should be dressed
with fungicide before sowing to prevent fungal
infection.

It is customary to growtheseedson seedbed. Small
seeds are broadcast 2.5 cm apart, large seeds

5 cm apart. Seeds are pressed into the soil until
they are shallowly covered.

It is importantthatthe seedbed be watered alleast
2 times a day, in the morning and evening. The
seedbed is normally rectangular. Theseedbed must
be sited in an East-West direction and a canopy
provided to avoid strong and direct sunlight hitting
the seeds or seedlings. The germination medium
may be a mixture of topsoil and fine sawdust.

Without a seedbed, rattan seeds can be
alternatively planted in transparent plastic bags
wheretheywillgerminate (Indonesia), orembedded
in coconutfibers in a box (Lao PDR). The growing
medium in the plastic bags should be an equal ratio
of garden soil and humus.

When shoots and roots are I cm to 3 cm long, the
seedlings are ready for potting.

3. Sources of Planting Stocks

Planting materials are taken from the following

,

sources:

3.1 SuckersandWildlings

Only three among the ASEAN countries studied
i. e. , Malaysia, the Philippines, and Thailand
reported that rattan can be propagated riot only
from seeds but also from wildlings as well as from
suckers. Wild!ings grow from fallen seeds on the
forest floor. Suckers actually grow out of the base
as well as the nodes of the mature rattan cane, as
is the experience in the Philippines particularly for
Calamus merrrllii. For each rattan mother plant,
2 to 7 suckers may grow.

It is bestto collectsuckers durlng the rainy season
as there is 00 extra effort needed to keep the
suckers moist during transport. Collect only the
suckers that are 15 cm tall or less and with well~

developed root systems.

For wildlings, or plantlets that growfrom seeds that
fallon the forest floor, collect only those that are 30
cm tall or less. Similar with suckers, it is best to

,
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collect wildlings during the rainy season. If the
nursery is farfrom the collection site, coverthe roots
with moss or the leaf sheath of banana to avoid

excessive transpiration.

3.2

I c

Only Malaysia and the Philippines reported tissue
culture as an alternative propagation technique for
rattan. The technique uses embryo ortissue from
the shoot-apex region.

Tissue Culture

I "

Although tissue culture is costly, .the expense may
be compensated by the factthat a high proportion
of the plantlets produced are the exact duplicates
of the original mother plant. The large-cane species
C. inarian, C. 8001nermisand C. merrilliihave been
tissue-cultured in Sabah. So far, the best PIOspects
for tissue culture lies with C. mefrilliias observed

in Malaysia. In the Philippines, tissue culture has
been successfully used on palasan, 11muran, panlis,
ditaan, tagiktik, sumulid, lambutan and kumaboi.
Of these, tissue-cultured palasan and Iimuran
propagules have been successfully established in
nurseries and in the field (Philippines).

Propagation of rattan through suckers or tissue
culture still needs further research to ensure

success in producing a large number of planting
stocks.

the seedlings must be protected from direct
sunlight. Moreover, controlthe growth of weeds to
prevent overtopping the seedlings.

,

,

Forthe next 8 ino to 12 ino, water the seedlings
twice a day. Also fertilizer is applied.

Before outplanting, the seedlings are hardened by
exposing them gradually to direct sunlight so that
they can adjust to field conditions (Philippines).

5.

,

Plantation Establishment

5. , SiteRequirements

The first site requirement for establishing a rattan
plantation is the presenceoftr'eesfortherattanstodimb
whilegiowing. Initially, rattaniequiiessomeshadewhen
it is stillyoung and a sturdysupportas it mainres.

Specific sites for plantation establishment are
logged-over areas, timber ortree plantation areas,
mature rubber plantation areas, ulpalm plantations,
communal tree farms, reforestation projects,
brushlands with soft-stemmed trees, second-
growth forests, and slash-and-burn (kaingin) areas
with fruittrees. If the area does not have enough
trees, earlier planting offast-growing and nitrogen-
fixing trees is recommended. Preferred sites are
secondary or logged-over forests of low to
noncommercial significance.

4. Potting, Transplanting and
Nursery Care

The common transplanting medium is soiland sand
at 3:1 ratio and placed in plastic bags of different
sizes. Black plastic bag is used in Brunei
Darussalam and Malaysia. The seedlings are
carefully lifted from the seedbed and potted when
they are about 2 ino to 3 ino old, with initial 2 to
3 open leaves.

It is importantto observe stringent nursery hygiene
to minimize pestordisease outbreak. It is important
that unhealthy seedlings are culled out and
disposed of. The nursery must be free of weeds.
Apply fungicides ithecessary to minimize incidence
of either leafblightorleafspotdisease. At alitimes,

In a timber plantation, it is important to match the
cutting rotation of the rattan species to the timber
species with which it is interplanted. Thus, rubber
trees that are around 15 yearsofagecan be used.
The mature rattan caries are harvested when the

supporttrees reach 25 yrt0 30 yrold and when the
rattan has around 3t0 4 stemswith 10 in ton4 in in

length of selected species.

5.2 SitePreparation

For logged-over forest areas. The method is called
the stripline system. Planting strips are spaced
20 in apart and the width of each strip is 5 in. The
planting arrangement and alignment along the
planting strip is quincunx, i. e. , 5 seedlings are

.
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outplanted in a rectangular pattern where
4 seedlings are planted at the corners while
I seedling is planted at the center of the rectangle.
There are 3 planting lines along each planting strip;
the 2 outlying lines are each I in away from the
edges of the strip, and 15 in apart from the center
planting line. Each planting spot, along each line
and along each strip, is marked with a wooden
stake. The planting density is 495 seedlingslha. The
site preparation involves the total cleartng of all
vegetation (trees, bushes/brushes, climbers),
exceptfor commercially known timber species of
large pole and over in size), along the stripline. The
buffer zones of undisturbed forest cover in-between

strips is 15 in wide. The debris from clear-cutting
or total clearing of the planting strips are placed
and piled in the buffer zones to rot in due time. No
burning of debris is done.

area provides enough sunlighttosupportthegrowih
of rattan.

For Internlanting sites. Only one planting line is laid
outin-between (center line) and along the rows of
planted trees. Since the understory of the
established timber plantation is more or Ies clear
of heavy underbrush, clearing of the planting line
and the planting spots along the line is riot much
work, exceptin blank areas, where the underbrush
may be thick.

For field-forest planting, the baseline is determined
depending on the direction of the planting line or
the terrain. The baseline also serves as pathway
for workers to carry seedlings during planting and
to canes after harvesting. Lining is carried out to
mark the planting rows and planting points. Pegs
or spikes made of bamboo are inserted at the
planting points to assist in aligning the planting
distance between points. Planting lines are aligned
perpendiculartothe baseline. The common practice
on undulating and flat areas is to have the planting
line in an east-westdirection to maximize the benefit

of sunlight. On very steep slopes, the planting lines
should follow the contour. Along the planting line,
the optimal width is 1.5 in to 2 in and needs to be
cleared as planting path. Trees within the planting
path and immediately outside (except those of
commercial importance) should be felled and
removed iffound to obstruct movement of workers

planting or cast heavy shade over the seedlings.
Pruning of tree branches to allow more light, about
50% more, to reach rattan seedlings along the
planting lines may also be necessary. Felling and
pruning of tree branches require good judgment
so that they are neither excessive norinadequate.
The workers should also be skilled in identifying
the trees so that commercial tree species

are conserved. These activities are quite
laborintensive. Mechanical felling using chainsaws
is preferred overthe application of tree poisons.

Before any field preparation work can be carried
out for large-scale planting, the area should be
properly surveyed, boundaries demarcated and
subdivided into blocks of appropriate size. The
blocks may range from 10 ha to 40 ha depending
on the size and nature of the land, topography, and
planting density. Regular size and shape of the
blockfacilitates field operations and overall project
management. Information such as gradient, aspect,
the presence of ridges and rivers can help
managers decide the size of planting blocks and
the need to construct roads, culverts, or bridges.
Field preparation involves a number of operations
such as underbrushing, lining, and line-planting
clearing, selective felling, and cutting of trees.

,

The site is cleaned ifnecessary by clearlng stands
and plants that bother rattan growth or are of less
commercial value. Clean wild shrubslcoppice
around the plantation area. his importantthatthe

,
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Conductsoilanalysis to determine the site's specific
water and fertilizer needs.

I

Clear the area of grasses, vines, shrubs, and
other unwanted vegetation without disturbing
or damaging the host trees. Clearing or under-~
brushing should be done durlng the dry season.

Stake and dig the area at 2 in x 2 in for solitary
types and 5 in x 5 in for clustering types. Holes
must be wide and deep enough to accommodate
the soil-balled seedlings. Holes should be made
I in away from the bole of the nearby trees. A
maximum of 400 seedlingslha may be planted.

\
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Prepare the site durlng the rainy season, exceptin
flooded areas.

Clearthe forest floorinto strips of 2 in to 4 in wide
following north-south direction or contours of the
site. Spacing depends on species and other factors:
budget, management practice, or characteristic of
species e. g. , for clustering rattans, the spacing
should be wider.

,

,

5.3 Rattan Plantation for Edible
Shoot Production

Two countries reported on the growing of rattan for
food. Lao PDR submitted. data on the area used

forthe production of edible rattan shoot, i. e. , a total
of 150 ha. Though 00 area was mentioned,
Thailand reported sales of rattan seedlings for
shoot production, with one farmer selling up to
10,000 seedlings/ino.

Interesting Iy, in Lao PDR, the prospects for rattan
shoots for food is much better than for rattan caries

because of the presence of a large domestic
market. Planting is spreading rapidly in the country
without needing special policy support because,
unlike cane, rattan plantations on shoots of
C. tenuisofferrapid and proven returns in the open
market.

e

The area should be cleared and plowed a week.
before planting. The besttime to plantis during the
rainy season when the soilis moist. The planting
site should be quite rich with a mix of sand and
loam. If possible, the plantation should be close to
the water source. This is recommended because

C. tenuis likes to grow in moist places.

Use a spacing of 0.5 in to I in x 2.5 in. When the
plantation is I ino old, apply fertilizer and manure.

Shoots can be cutin about 8 ino from planting and
every 2 weeks later. There after, on the average in
asingleclump, shootare harvested once a month.
With proper irrigation, production is year-round;
otherwise, production is limited to 7 ino (durlng the
rainy season).

5.4 0ulj, IantingforCaneProduction

In both the logged-over area and tree plantation
sites, the method of outplanting is the same. In
summary, the instructions are as follows:

Transplant seedlings notless than 30 cm in height
and hardened for a month ortwo. Acornbination of

land and water transport may be necessary to
deliver the seedlings to the site. From the roadside
or riverbank, transport the seedlings immediately.
Carry the seedlings using customized fiatboard-
lined backpacks to minimize damage to the young
plants. Those that cannot be transported
immediately should be placed under temporary
netting-covered storage sheds.

b

,

In the export market, the only competition of Lao
PDR is Thailand. CulturalIy, tastes differ, as can be
seen in the species of preference: C. tenuis in Lao
PDR and C. siamensis in Thailand.

,

The pretreatment of seeds for rattan shoot
production may differ from that for cane production.
In the former, the instructions are: Peelomhe outer
cover of the seed and expose under the sun for
3 days. Soak in water overnight, then altory. Mix
seed with finely shredded coconut coir dust and
place in plastic bag. Allow to germinate for 2 ino.
After 3.5 ino, transfer germinants individually to
plastic bags and place in the nursery. Water and
weed if necessary.

\

When the seedlings are 9 ino to 12 ino old, they
are taken out of the shade and hardened.

At the site, carefully depot seedling from plastic bag
so that the earthballwill not break and disintegrate
when the seedling is being inserted into hole. Dig
planting hole 4 cm to 5 cm deeper than height of
earthballed root system and at least 4 cm wider
than the diameter of the earthball. The bottom of
the .hole should first be backfilled with

a layer of topsoil of about 3 cm thick, and then
the depotted seedling is carefully placed on top
of it and in the center of the hole. The top
surface of the earthball should be about I cm

lower than the ground surlace. Then, completely
backfill the hole with loose soil and heel-in

to compactit.

.
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Prepare the holes. Plant young rattans, around
9 ino to 11 ino old, in the field. Tear plastic bag and
put seedlings into the planting hole, fill up with soil
and compactit. Stick a stake on the soil and fasten
the seedling to it to preventdamage by strong wind.
Plant 5 in x 5 in and I in away from the creeping
tree.

Before planting, seedlings need to be hardened off
in the nursery orfield. Afewdays oraweek before,
place the seedlings under direct sunlight or
transport to the planting site. Transport seedlings
after waterlng them thoroughly and in a ventilated
covered vehicle to prevent damaged by wind.

Plant at the onset of the rainy season to ensure
high survival. A 3-in a. n team is required for planting,
one for digging the hole, one for carrying the
seedlings, fertilizer and placing the^eedling, and
one for planting. The planting hole should be at
least twice larger than the diameter of the plastic
bag and slightly deeper than the height of the bag.

Before transplanting, the plastic bag is wet with
water. Once soilis in place, a planting hole of
sufficientsize is dug at the center to accommodate
the root system; alerthe seedling is placed in the
hole, the hole is filled up with soil, firmed up, and
watered lightly. Water twice a day, in the morning
and afternoon. Weed if necessary before monthly
toriilizatioh.

recommended planting distance is 3 in
x4.6 in giving a population of 725 plantslha. A lane
1.8 in wide is cleared of all undergrowths on either
side of the planting line, to facilitate field operations.
In the case of the clustering or multiple-stemmed
species under secondary forest, the planting
distance is 6.7 in x 3.4 in with 1.8 in on either side

of the planting line cleared of all undergrowth. The
planting density is 439 plantslha.

Seedlings should be transplanted at the onset of
the rainy season to ensure survival. Only robust
and healthy seedlings should be selected for
transplanting. The seedlings should also be alleast
15 cm tall and contain 4 to 5 leaves. Transport the
seedlings to the planting site with utmost care and
least disturbance. Potting medium such as plastic
bags should be removed without breaking the
earthballbefore placing the seedlings into the holes.
Plantthe seedlings such that rootcollaris on ground
level.

There are three methods of planting rattan: line,
group, or strip planting. In line planting, seedlings
are planted singly. In group planting, more than
I seedling is planted per point. In group planting,

5.5 Interplanting in DifferentTypes3t0 5 seedlings are planted I in apart. Strip planting
of plantationsis recommended for old secondary foreststo reduce

damage to the forest. Minimal planting density
should be 400 seedlings for solitary and ' The. .interplanting of rattanwith alreadyestablished
200 seedlings for clustering per hectare; the trees is both necessary and advantageous. It is
planting strips should be 5 in to 10 in and forest necessary because, as already mentioned, rattan
ships30m to 40 in. The minimumdistance between needs a sturdytrunkto climb as it grows as wellas
seedlings within the planting line should I in for shadeagainstthe harsh sunlightin the tropics. It is
solitary and 2 in for clusterlng species. For strip advantageousbecausetheinterplanting resultsin
planting, trees are felled along the strips. An two crops grown in the same site, doubling the
optimum of two planting lines per planting strip harvest from the plantation without doubling the
is sufficient. In the secondary forest, the area.

.

There are two patterns of planting:row and cluster.
For cluster planting, 3 to 5 trees/cluster are planted
at 5 in x 10 in orlO in x 10 in. For row planting, the
spacing is 1.8 in x 10 in.

"

First, dig a hole, the size being bigger than the
plastic bag which holds the seedling. Carefully
remove the plastic bag in order notto damage the
root system. Place the seedling in a straight
position, being careful that the root collar is at the
same level as the soilsurlace. Lightly compactthe
soil around the seedling.

,
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There are alleast nine differenttypes of plantations
into which rattan can be inter-planted.

(1) logged-over areas
(2) timber ortree plantations
(3) rubber plantations, preferablyold or

abandoned ones

(4) oilpalmplantations
(5) communal treefarms
(6) reforestation projects
(7) brushlandswithsoft-stemmed trees
(8) second-growthforests
(9) slash-and-burn areaswith fruittrees

In alltypes of plantations, it is necessary to consider
that the harvesting of rattan caries can constrain
the rattan gatherers or workers of the original
plantation.

"

I. ,

C

rubber tappers, drooping cirri should be cut. .
Similarly, dried fronds or those hanging from the
stem along the planting lines should be cutto allow
better passage to workers, The climbing organs
(cirrilflagella) need to be assisted to climb the
nearest available support, in this case the rubber
tree, in the process of staying erect towards the
light. Pathways should be cleaned frequently; this
can be done simultaneously with cleaning and
weeding of the rubber plantation.

The survival and stern growth of some rattan
species planted under rubber may be better and
more cost-effective than those grown under forest
trees. This is because the prevailing conditions in
a rubber plantation are almost ready-made for
immediate establishment of rattan seedlings.

With commercial rubber plantations, a rattan is
established following the agroforestryconcept. This
is aimed at increasing the yield of land and
supplementing the income of smallholders/rural
folks, The income is estimated to be more than

sufficient to cover the costs of replanting rubber.
The survival and stem growth of rattan has been
reported to be better than those planted under
forests, indicating that the establishment of rattan
in a rubber plantation is more cost-effective than
planting in forest areas. Rattan seedlings are
usually planted in quincunx, in the middle of
4 rubber trees, the planting distance depending on
the rubber spacing. Another approach is to plant
rattan in every alternate rowofrubbertrees. Ateach
planting point, single or group (2 to 3 seedlings)
planting may be done. The density is
400 plants/ha.

"

,,

With plantation trees. Atthe ECoforestWlage, rattan
seedlings are established between trees of
Pterocarpus macrocarpus and' Daibergia
COGhinchinensis (4 in x4 in). The rattan is harvested
at 4 yr of age.

.

With fruittrees. At the ECoforest village in Thailand,
rattan is grown together with banana, mango, and
jackfruit. There are 3 rattan seedlings plantedIhole.

5.6

The common expertence is that forthe next 9 ino
to 12 ino after outplanting, the seedlings should be
given proper care, ie, with the application of NPK
fertilizer, the ratios differing in different countries:
12-12-17 in Brunei Darussalam, 15-15-15 in Lao
PDR, 11-8-8 in Malaysia, and 14-14-14 in the
Philippines erable 4).

Because of the differences in soil properties in the
different ASEAN countries, the fertilizer rates are
also necessarily different. Thus:

In Brunei Darussalam: Apply complete fertilizer
INPK 02-12-17) and 2 ing TEl at a dosage of
100 g 30 cm away from the stem-base in 4 holes
dug around the seedling, approximately following
the 4'cardinal directions. Apply 25 g to each hole.

Lao PDR: After 45 days, add NPK 05,545) at
I soupspoon/20 L of water every 15 days,
increasing to 2 spoons at 4 ino of age. Stop
fertilizing 2 ino before transplanting.

Fertilization

In the 3ad yearoratabout15 in in height, the rattan
develops cirrimagella. As the stern grows longer,
the newly produced cirrimagella will grow towards
taller branches. To avoid any working hazard to

.
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Table 4. Fertilization of rattan plantations in ASEAN countries, 2004.

COUNTRY

Brunei
Darussalam

Lao PDR

NPK (12n2-, 7) and 2 ing TE) at a dosage of 100 grains

PLANTATION MANAGEMENT: FERTILIZATION

NPK (, 5-15-, 5) at I soupspoon/20 L of water every 15 days,
increasing to 2 spoons at 4 months of age. Stop fertilizing 2 months
before transplanting.

Malaysia

Slow-release fertilizer (eg, Agroblen, NPK 16-8-9 + 3 Mg), 100 grains
per plant. Christmas Island rock phosphate, 100-450 grains/plant, is
also applied in the planting hole.
In the logged-over forest area, fertilize only once, at planting time.
Apply fast-release fertilizer starting with 5 gin per plastic bag only
after I month from transplanting to avoid injury to roots.

Spray foliarfertilizer (Bayfolan, NPK 11-8-8 +TE) with 2-3 inL/L
water/100 seedlings. Increase amount as seedlings grow

Philippines

Thailand

Malaysia: Apply on the planting hole slowrelease
fertilizer (e. g. , Agroblen, NPK 16-8-9 + 3 Mg),
too 91plant. Christmas Island rock phosphate,
100 91t0 150 91plant, is also applied in the planting
hole. In the logged-over forest area, fertilize only
once, at planting time. Apply fast-release fertilizer
starting with 5 91plastic bag only after I ino from
transplanting to avoid injury to roots. Spray foliar
fertilizer (Bayfolan, NPK 11-8-8 +TE) with 2 to
3 inLIL water1100 seedlings. Increase amount as
seedlings grow. Fertilizer application is necessary
in the first 3 yr, after which seedlings appear not to
respond to fertilizer.

Philippines: Apply complete fertilizer
04-14-14 NPK) at the rate of 10 g I ino after
outplanting and 6 g after every 6 ino for 3 yr.

Thailand: Apply fertilizer at the age of 3 ino and
9 ino, after the seedling has already established
itself, when a new shoottip occurs oratorweeding
in the early rainy season. Fertilizer is bestrewn
and mixed together with the topsoil around

NPK (14-14-14) at 10 grains I month after outplanting and 6 grains
after every 6 months for 3 years,

Apply fertilizer at 3 and 9 months, 60 gin/tree of rock phosphate
about 0.5 meter around the seedlings.

,

"

theseedlings. In practice, 6091treeofrockphosphate
is applied about 0.5 in around the seedlings.

6. Plantation Maintenanceand
Protection

Practices necessary for the maintenance and
protection of the rattan plantation include weeding,
putting up signboards, replanting, canopyopeningl
thinning, and prevention and control of pests and
diseases.

Weeding. Complete weeding along each planting
strip should be done I yr after outplanting, and
thereafter every 6 ino, until the rattans establish
themselves and develop their own canes. Ring-
weeding with a radius of 25 cm to 50 cm around
the clump forthe first 3 yr is recommended. Do
this 3 ino after outplanting and every 4 ino
thereafter. Cover the soil with mulch to conserve
soil moisture.

Signboards. It is important to put up signboards in
strategic locations, along roadsides and riverbanks

14 PRODUCTION
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and such, to keep people aware of the existence
of the plantation and discourage illegal entry orany
other illegal activity. The plantation should be
constantly monitored to ensure theirsturdy growth
and development and to detect any impending
infestation by pest or infection by disease-causing
organisms.

..

Replanting. In the initial years, the seedlings need
much looking after to increase their survival rate,
improve growth and speed up establishment.
Replanting should be done along with the first
weeding.

Canopy opening/thinning. About 9 ino after
planting, unwanted trees are removed, opening
3 in around the clump to increase lightintensity up
to 60% to 70% for optimum growth. Repeated
opening of the canopy is done when the seedlings
are 3, 9, 18, and 30 ino of age.

Prevention and control of pests and diseases.
During the growing period, it is necessary to monitor
the planting sites to determine the need to eradicate
any disease or pest attacking the crop. The attack
of smallinsects can be controlled by insecticides
such as Malathion or Dicofol, of leaf blight or leaf
spot disease by Methamidophos.

7. Harvesting

7.1 Harvesting ShootsforFood

Three of the 9 ASEAN countries studied reported
on the growing and harvesting of rattan shoots for
food: Indonesia, Lao PDR, and Thailand. It is
interesting to note that Lao PDR and Thailand are
exporting rattan shoots to Southeast Asian
communities in France, the United States and
elsewhere. Note that culture determines people's
taste, and that is the reason the rattan species
popularforfood in one country may not be so in
another.

I ,

In Lao PDR, the people have the habit of.
harvesting rattan at a tender age for theirfood,
a practice that is widespread throughout the
country. The gatherers look for young rattan of
about I in to 2 in high, then cut the shoot to
about I in long. This puts the supply of rattan in
danger of quick depletion. Even the shoots
valuable species for furniture are harvested
early: C. pollanei, C. platyacanthus, and C.
soiltarius. Of the large caries, a gatherer could
harvest 40 to 50 shoots daily, earning about UsD
4 to UsD 5; of the large canes, he could harvest
up to 200 shoots, earning about UsD 8 to
UsD 10. The smaller shoots cost higher,
but the consumers prefer them for their better
taste.

I

,,

,

Interesting Iy, under the initiative of the Royalty,
Thailand in 1997 embarked on a program of
producing food from rattan, turning this species
into a food bank, probably the first of its kind in
the world. The total plantation area as of
November 2003 was 6,216 ha.

7.2 Harvesting Caries for
Furniture and Handicraft

,

Season of Harvesting

Harvesting of rattan may be year round or
anytime of the year in the case of Myanmar
(Myint 2004), Thailand (Sutthisrisilapa 2004) as
well as in the Philippines, specifically in Samar
Province (Diaz and Rainos 2004). Rattan
licensees practice rotation cutting and each block
is replanted with rattan seedlings such that those
that these could be harvested in addition to the

ones that were left at the end of the 10-yr cutting
rotation. Lowland farmers gather rattan during
the rainy season, when they are free from farm
activities. In areas where the rattan industry is
booming, caries are harvested continuously and
gatherers may include other villagers and labor
hired by traders. In Vietnam, harvesting is
during the months of June to October(Bich and
Lapis 2004).

In Indonesia, the popular rattans utilized as
vegetable belong to the genus Daemonorops.

.

.
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Harvesting Method

Table 5 shows that in most of the 9 ASEAN

member-countries included in the study, the cane
is cutwith a native tool(big knife oraxe), then pulled
down. More details are discussed below.

fools used. A large-bladed knife, bolo, or an axe is
used to cutthecane. Since there are 00 large-scale
cutting operations, 00 mechanized cutters are used
except in Malaysia where some use the cutter
fabricated at FRIM.

Cutting cane below. Usually, before cutting a large-
diameter cane, the gatherer makes an estimate:If
more than halfofthe cane's length can be utilized,
he decides to cut. Traditionally, the rattan stern is
cut at the base at a convenient height. After cutting
at the base, the gatherer has two options. For
small-diameter caries, he pulls down the stem
untilit cannot be pulled down anymore. The mere
act of pulling down cleans the stern of thorns
and fronds.

For large-diameter caries, the gatherer pulls down
the cane as much as possible without sweeping
off the fronds orthoms;then he leaves the cane in

the forest for days or weeks until the fronds,
leaves and thorns have dried up and are easy to
clean off.

Cutting caneabove. In either casedescribed above,
to cutthe topmost portion of the cane, the gatherer
again has two options. One, to climb the tree that
the rattan has climbed and cut at the topmost
reachable mature portion. Then he continues to pull
down the cane and clean it. Two, to attach his

cutting tool at the end of a long pole, usually of
bamboo, with which to cutthe cane at the topmost
desired portion.

Participants in Harvesting

Harvesting of rattan can be done by alleast 2 to 3
or a group of 10 to 20 individuals and in Indonesia
by a number of villagers who are on full or short-
term basis (Table 6). Traditionally, the aborigines
orindigenous peoples harvest the canes making it
a source of livelihood. There has been little change
in the harvesting of rattan over the centuries.
Harvesters of rattan always go as a team of two or
more. Either family members go or a group hired
by the middleman, trader or rattan company go. A
team of 2 to 3 individuals may be able to harvest

Table 5. Rattan harvesting in ASEAN member-countries, 2004.

COUNTRY

Brunei

Darussalam

Cambodia

Indonesia

,

Cutbase of stem with a bolo at convenientheight.

Lao PDR

Cutstem andhau/down. Cut andleave 7 to 2 days in the forest.

Malaysia

Cutstem I in from the ground with knife, axe, ordagger
Leaves andthoms cutoff; SD leaves not cut.

Philippines

HARVESTING

.

Cut with bolo at reachable height.

Thailand

16 PRO^CnON

Conventional method: Cut at base. Mechanical method: Use

equjomenti^brioatedat FRIM.

Cutclose to base or30-600m above groundbybolo. Pulldown.

Cut at the base, then pulldown.

I
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COUNTRY

Table 6. Rattan harvesting in ASEAN member-countries, 2004.

Brunei

Darussalam

,

Cambodia

Cut base of stem with a bolo at
convenientheight.

HARVESTING

Indonesia

Cutstem andhauldown. Cutand

leave I to 2 daysin the forest.

,

Cutstem I in from the ground
with knife, axe, ordagger
Leaves andthoms cutoff SD
leaves not cut.

Lao PDR

t

Malaysia

PARTICIPANTS IN HARVESTING

Cut with bolo at reachable height.

Family members of2 to 3

Philippines

Conventional method: Cut at
base. Mechanical method: Use

equipment fabricated at FRIM.

Villagers on full- orshort-term basis

Thailand

,?

Cutclosetobase or30cm to 600m

above groundbybolo. Pulldown.

NR

Vietnam

NR-NO Report

,

Cut at the base, then pulldown.

3 to 5 caries a day while a team of 10 to 20 can
gather 30 to 40 large-diameter caries or
200 to 300 small-diameter caries in a day in
Myanmar.

Ateam ortwoormore is necessary formo reasons.
One, for safety, that is, two people looking out for
each other for any signs of danger. Two, because
of the difficulty of extracting the cane from the clump
and the forest canopy. So, in a team of two, one
climbs the tree to loosen the grip of the cane on
the tree and cutoffthetopmostreachable part;the
other stays on the ground to cut at the base and
pullWhile the climber cuts off parts of the vegetation
that gets in the way.

NR

Family with 3 to 4 members

Villagers as full- orpart-time
harvesters

I ,

At least 2 gatherers

<

In groups offO to 20

3 to 5persons

If the aborigines are the rattan harvesters, the
gatherlng is any season and all seasons. If the
lowland farmers are the harvesters, the gathering
is usually during the rainy season, when they are
free from farm activities. In areas where the rattan

industry is booming, caries are harvested
continuously and gatherers may include other
villagers and labor hired by traders.

Maturity of cane. Small-diameter canes are
harvested at6 yrt0 10 yrwhile big-diameter caries
are harvested at 10 yr to 1.5 yr of age. Just by
looking. at certain signs, the harvesters know
whether acane ismatureornot. Harvestable caries

are distinguished by the presence of dry sheaths

,
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orabsence of sheaths in the lower partofthe stern.
The othersign is that the stern turns from yellowish
to dark green in color. Other indicators that a stern
is mature are the thorn and leafthat have broken,
thorn with black color, and stem wrapped with green
powder.

For small-diameter rattan, the same procedure is
done and the cane is pulled down the stem until
it cannot be pulled down anymore. The mere act
of pulling down cleans the stern of thorns and
fronds.

Its reported that losses have been incurred in terrns
of raw materials due to the factthat portions of the
cane are left behind and only around 50% of the
cane can be hauled down (La0 2004, Malaysia
2004). Difficulty is encountered in pulling down the
whole cane from the tree.

without human intervention. The outer perlcaip of
the rattan fruit and the sarcotesta have to be

removed before the seed is sown, ' otherwise, the

result will be poorgermination. Thus, to obta^^ the
seed from the flint, ms necessary to soak the fruit
in water 3 to 5 days, to soften the hard materials,
then to macerate offub off the pericarp (seedcoaty
and sarcotesta (fleshy. 70 enhance germination,
there are alternatives. ' soakthe seeds in hot water

(50'0 to 60'C for a day); soakin running water for
3days, 'soakincoldwateribr7to rodays, changing
water daily to preventthe attack of molds; wash
with sulphuric acid for3 min to 5min, ' scanty nick,
or slice through the embryo cover while being
careful in such a way that the embryo is not
damaged. Soaking theseedsibramaximumof24
hrmayresultinmaximumgerminationpercentage.

8. Problems and Constraints in

Rattan Production

Lack of planting materials. One of the difficulties in
establishing more orwiderrattanplantations is the
lack of planting materials, especially seedlings.
Suckersand wildlings are alternative materials, but
they are difficult to obtain. The probable main
reason is that rattan seeds are difficult to handle,
something to do with the hard seedcoat and
sensitivity to moisture.

Lack of taxonomic support. The "bestimate"offhe
number offattan species found in all of ASEAN
membercountries is more than 650. This is an

expertestimate, butthis is largely unsupported by
taxonomic study where specimens are identified
to the nearest variety or cultivar and where
botanical(scientific) names are validated by
painstaking examinationsofminutedetails (ifname
exists) or slowly and patiently described ornewly
species).

Susceptible to staining fungi. Once the caries are
harvested, they must immediately be dried or
treated in such a manner that they meet the
moisturecontentlevelthatislowenough toprevent
the invasion of staining fungi. Being moist, caries
are susceptible to the attack of fungi. Once
established, the fungal stain is difficult to remove.

,

9.

Seeds difficult to handle. Because of the nature of

the seedcoat, there 18niificultyin inhibition, so that
rattanseedscantakeaslongas 12motogenninate

Identified Priority S and T and R
and D Projects on Rattan
Production

t

Based on the Regional conference held in Manila,
Philippines on 22-23 Jan. the different member
countries identified prtority needs and concerns on
rattan production (Table 7).
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Table7. Identified Priority SandTand Rand D Projects on Rattan Production, 2004. .

,

a. The use of chemical induction to

break the phase of grass stage to
hasten rattan growth.

RESEARCH STUDY

I

b. Isozyme and DNA analysis for
rattan

I '

c. Regeneration system

b

COUNTRYINVOLVEDBASEDON
PRIORITIZATION

d. Proven germination techniques for
lessenknown species

Brunei Darussalam

Malaysia
Philippines
Vietnam

..

e. Potential/lesser used species

IQ

Indonesia

Malaysia
Thailand

Brunei Darussalam

Cambodia

Indonesia

Myanmar
Philippines
Thailand

Vietnam

f. ECo-physiological site
characterization

11

Cambodia

Indonesia

g. Comparative analysis of
intercropping rattan with other tree
species

Cambodia

Indonesia

Malaysia
Myanmar
Philippines
Thailand

Vietnam

Brunei Darussalam

Cambodia

Lao PDR

Myanmar
Philippines
Thailand

Vietnam

,

.

Brunei Darussalam

Indonesia

Myanmar
Thailand
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Table7. Identified Priority SandTand RandDProjectson Rattan Production, 2004(continuation).

h. Silvicultura!requirements of
commercially potential
underutilized rattan species

RESEARCH STUDY

I. Ex-situ conservation

(establishment of germplasm
and seedbanks

COUNTRYINVOLVEDBASEDON
PRIORITIZATION

I- Harvesting cycle/economic rotation

Brunei Darussalam

Cambodia

Malaysia
Myanmar
Thailand

Vietnam

k. Analysis of demand versus annual
allowable cut to determine

sustainable levels of resource

supply and demand

Brunei Darussalam

Indonesia

Malaysia
Thailand

Vietnam

,

Develop planting technology for
edible shooVcane

Brunei Darussalam

Cambodia

Indonesia

Lao PDR

Malaysia
Myanmar
Philippines
Thailand

Vietnam

.

in. Develop technology for waste
reduction

Brunei Darussalam

Indonesia

Malaysia
Philippines
Thailand

Vietnam

20 PRO^CnoN
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Brunei Darussalam

Cambodia

Indonesia

Thailand

,

Brunei Darussalam

Cambodia

Indonesia

Malaysia
Myanmar
Philippines
Thailand

Vietnam

,
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Table7. Identified Priority SandTand Rand DProjectson Rattan Production, 2004(continuation)..

,

n. Develop appropriate toolfor
harvesting

RESEARCH STUDY

h

o. Training on seed production, seed
germination and plantation
establishment at the community/
village level

,

COUNTRYINVOLVED BASEDON
PRIORITIZATION

h

p. Training on Rattan Taxonomy

Brunei Darussalam

Cambodia

Indonesia

Malaysia
Myanmar
Thailand

,

.,

fj

q. Training on Rattan Harvesting

Brunei Darussalam

Cambodia

Indonesia

Malaysia
Myanmar
Philippines
Thailand

Vietnam

,

,

r.

Brunei Darussalam

Cambodia

Indonesia

Malaysia
Myanmar
Philippines
Thailand

Vietnam

Training on Rattan Inventory

Brunei Darussalam

Cambodia

Indonesia

Malaysia
Myanmar
Philippines
Thailand

Vietnam

,

Brunei Darussalam

Cambodia

Indonesia

Malaysia
Myanmar
Philippines
Thailand

Vietnam

.
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,. Processing

,., Primary Processing

Fresh rattan is cut into 5 to 6 pieces and sorted
according to species, size, straightness or
smoothness by gatherers (Ahmad 2004; Myint
2004; Rainos and Diaz 2004 and Sunhisrrisilapa
and Punyakorn 2004). Each ASEAN member-
country follows a set of rules in sorting freshly cut
rattan that is applicable onlytotheirrespective use.
A national standards (PNS 229,999) for rattan
poles and by-products was approved for
implementation in the Philippines but notmandatory
and grading was mainly dictated by stakeholders
(Tesor0 2000). Appa ently, there is 00 standard
grading system on " regional basis that could be
due to the variation in the species of rattan found
in each country.

Generally, caries are sorted into large-, medium-,
and small-diameter rattan or may be classified as
good orheavilydefective (Ketphanh and Dalmacio
2004; Raja 2004; Lic 2004). Malaysia specifically
sort rattan in 5-diameter classes and 2-quality
classes which may be good or heavily defective.

Prtmaryprocessing may indudetrlmming, scraping,
treating, drying, straightening, grading, and sorting
(Walker 1993) and at the village level, this may
include splitting (Tesor0 2000). Gnanaharan and
Mosteir0 (1997) have indudedthe removal of sinned
epidermis, fumigation, bleaching, oil-curing and
drying. In this paper, classification was based on
the3 systemsexceptthatfumigation and bleaching
were placed under secondary processing. his only
in Indonesia where these are done at the

processing plant as explained below.

In Indonesia where the primary processing plantis
located close to the harvesting site, freshly cut
rattan undergo pretreatment, grading, washing,
drying, whitening, fumigation, scraping, sorting into
large- or small-diameter caries and packing

(Wiyono and Saritos 2004). Freshly cut rattan
measuring 5 in to 6 in are soaked in flowing water
for 7 days, rubbed with coconut husk, deglazed,
sun-dried and straightened.

Pretreatment at Harvest Site or

Campsite

his necessary to pretreatgreen rattans assoon as
they are cut; without it, they are vulnerable to
staining fungithat can discolorthem (Liese 2002).
Lao PDR and Myanmar are the only ASEAN
countries reported to practice canetreatment at the
harvest-site. Due to inadequate tools and
implements in the forest, the following
pretreatments are usually applied to the green
rattans on-site (Myint 2004).

Draining off water Gatherers lean the caries against
a tree or branch to allow water to drain off. A

waterproofcoveris provided at nightto protectthe
cane from dew or rain.

Skin-off and sun-dry method. Rattan is scraped
along the grain of the cane. The method is cheap
in terms of cost, however treated caries are brittle
and results in wastage in furniture-making.

Smoking method. Alternate layers of caries are
piled leaving small airspacesforaeration. Straw is
used as fuel durlng the process, the straw bum
slowly thus drying up the caries gradually. The
caries however, turn from greenish to reddish. This
method is suitable for small-diameter caries.

'FPRDi, College, Laguna 4037 PHILIPPINES

Diesel-cooking method. This is the bestand widely
practiced method. Halves of empty drums are used
as containers of the dieselfuel. The green caries
are soaked in the boiling diesel for 15 min to
30 min depending on maturity. The cured caries
are then rubbed with sawdust to clean off the

remaining diesel on the skin. Diesel consumption
is 50 galfor1,000 caries. The dieselincreases the
cane's flexibility and protects them from mildew.
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lorries are used for cane transport. Bundles ofCane Bundling & Transport
rattan, 50 kglbundle to 60 kglbundle, are loaded

All canes harvested are bundled with or without into trucksorlorry and delivered to the processing
pretreatmentin the harvestsite. The bundles range sites. At the gathering place, the collectors buy the
from 50 kg to 60 kg each or a bundle may contain canes from the collectors. After preprocessing, the
20 caries. The bundles are mostly carried on the caries are transported to town using either truckor
shoulders of or dragged by the gatherers boattotheprocessing plants.
themselves. Rattan canes may also betransported
to the roadside by kerbau (water buffalo) or 1.2 Secondary Processing
elephants or oxcart (Mabong 2004: Sunhisrisilapa
and Puriyakorn 2004; Bich 2004; Ketphanh It was noted that scraping, sanding, bending,
and Dalmaci0 2004; Raja 2004 and Myint preservation ortreatment, straightening, weaving,
2004)(Table8). Transporting canes may likewise and drilling are common in the countries under
be done with the use of bicycles, rattan raft study. Outofthe9countries, Indonesia, Malaysia,
navigated by boat, motorboat, and trucks. and the Philippines appeared to have developed

and used advanced technologies in processing and(Lic at at 2004).
using rattan. It appears that the use of existing

The bundled canes maybetransported using boat, technologies is stillwanting in Brunei, Cambodia,
as in Central Kalimantan, or carried on a man's Lao PDR, Myanmar, and Vietnam.
shoulder as in West Sumatra (Wiyono and Saritos
2004). Transport by the river is still practiced but Aside from steaming, bending, splitting, dyeing,
only in Sarawak. Bundles of 50 kg to 60 kg are tied sanding, and finishing that were reported by Liese
together to form a raft. The rattan raftis navigated (2002), treatment, grading, drllling, grooving, and
by boat or motorboat to the collecting site. The binding were included in secondary processing
canes are dried immediately. Where there are (Table 9). These processes apparently improve
logging roads, 4-wheel drive vehicles, trucks or the quality of the finished products.

Table 8. Transportsystem for rattans gathered in the wild in ASEAN
member-countries, 2004.
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COUNTRY

Brunei

Darussalam

Cambodia

,.

Indonesia

Canes manually carried to roadside orbycarabao. Buyers use land
vehicles.

Lao PDR

.

oxcart, elephants, bicycles

TRANSPORTSYSTEM FORCANES

Malaysia

boat, inari

Myanmar

Philippines

Gatherers drag bundles of cane, others use animals.

buffalo, river

Thailand

*
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boat, raft in river; animals like elephants

,

inari, also floated down the river

elephants

*

,

,

*
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Table 9. Secondary processing of rattans in ASEAN member-countries, 2004.

COUNTRY

Brunei

Darussalam

Cambodia

,

Sanding. Bending by torching. Painting for finishing.

SECONDARYPROCESSINGTREATMENTS

Indonesia

Noprocessingmills, smallhandicraft only Sundrying, debarking,
splitting, bending, weaving. Sulphurfumigation. Straightening,
crossoutting, bending andmoulding, drilling andgrooving, assembly
binding and weaving, scraping and sanding, finishing.

Lao PDR

,

Scraping. Bleaching potassium hypochlorite & H, O, . Bending by
soaking in DMSO for8 hrat 82 'C. Grading of canes.

I.

Malaysia

Scraping by knife. Straightening and bending manually orby
machine. Sorting into large, medium, sina". Storing with sufficient
ventilation.

Myanmar

Philippines

Scraping epidermis of caries, bundling. Straightening by inari or
machine. Drilling, grooving, end-capping, measurement, bending,
weaving, finishing, grading.

,

Thailand

Scraping.

.

Bleaching using peroxide andhypoch/oate. Bending orstraightening
by steam-conditioning anddrying chamber Bending usingjig.

Vietnam

Sorting, coring, orwickeringmachine. Sanding andbleaching with
chlorine andsodium hypochlorite. Bending, air- oroven-drying.
Sulfur application.

Steaming. Caries are steamed pmrto bending and
an important process in the preparation of rattan
components such as backs and seats. Bending
can also be done with the use of a blow torch,
however, it leaves adarkcolored burnt portion thus
its use has become limited.

Peeling and splitting. Processing is done by
hand with simple tools or simple machines
(Liese 2000). The outer layers or peel are
removed leaving the inner core. Round or split
caries are further sanded to give fine and smooth
surfaces.

Scraping. Painting, smoking, varnish, paint, lacquer

,

Sorting. Rattan is sorted into large, medium and
small diameter and allowed to stand on its end to

dry. The large diameter rattans undergo washing,
frying (cooking), drying and quality control while
small diameter rattans are washed, deglazed,
whitened, fumigated, drained, scraped, quality
control and packaged.

Scraping. This is nonnallydonemanuallywithasharp
scraper andisaslowprocesswhich produces scraped
materialswhich are riotuniform (Tesor0 2000). Most
of the ASEAN membercountries do riot have a

mechanized system for scraping rattan caries.

.
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Treatment orpreservation of freshly cutrattan

NonchemicalMethod

Treatment procedures are basically used in the
prevention of fungal stain in the secondary
processing stage.

The most common norichemicaltreatment

is air-drying of caries under shade before
processing (Lic 2004; Mabong 2004; Ketphanh
2004 and Diazand Rainos 2004). Aftersun-drying,
the canes are stacked horizontally in a crlss-cross
manner to facilitate the circulation of air and

prevent fungal attack or discoloration due to
dampness.

and remedial measures against blue-staining fungi
(Mabong 2004 and Lic 2004). Water-borne
preservatives like 2-thiocyanomethylthio-
benzothiozole (TCMTB), and deltamethrin are used
to control staining fungi and insect attack,
respectively (Diaz and Rainos 2004). The current
practice in Malaysia is to treat the caries within
24 hr after cutting. To obtain bettertreated poles,
the caries are allowed to stand on their ends to

drain excess water. Rattan are sorted according
to size and separately placed in the preservative
solution. Ovens may be used for drying and
fumigated to preventfungal attack.

Smoking. Smoking basically is oxidizing process
using sulphure (gas of So, )to preventfungalattack
(Wiyono and Saritos 2004). However, the rattan
skin or rind becomes yellow. Rattan that has
undergone sulphur treatment and washing is
termed as W&S.

Kiln-drying. A kiln drying schedule was developed
by FPRDlforlarge-diameter rattan which could dry
rattan for a perlod of4 dayst0 5 days which normally
takes 2 ino to 3 ino to air dry the caries.

Boiling in Oil. Caries are boiled with a mixture of
dieselfuel and palm oil at a ratio of 9:1. It is aimed
to (1) remove the wax and silica on the cane
surface easily, (2) facilitate faster drying, (3) prevent
fungal attack, and;(4) make the cane more resilient
and lustrous. Factoties may boilthe caries in diesel
$01ution before cleaning. The caries are later
sun-dried and stored in awell-ventilated warehouse

provided with shelves.

Bleaching. Only a few of the ASEAN member
countries apply bleaching process to improve the
quality of rattan. Bleaching of slightly stained rattan
can bedonewith the useofpotassium hypochlorite
and hydrogen peroxide (Wiyono and Saritos 2004
and Diaz and Rainos 2004) or in sodium
hypochlorite and chlorine (Sutthisrisilapa and
Ponyakorn 2004). Bleaching of C. symphysjphus,
C. subinermisand C. marginatus have been done
to obtain better finishing quality.

,

,

Chemical Method

To improve the quality of rattan products, it is
essential that the raw caries undergo proper
preservative procedures using the right
preservative materials

Bending and moulding. Rattan poles are heated
with the use of a steaming chests for 20 min to
30 min and blow torches are sometime used to

preheatrattan parts. For2-D furniture components
are produced using jigs madefrom wooden blocks
and plywood board. Poles are manually bent by
pressing them againstthe wooden block stoppers
arranged on the plywood surlaceofthejig. Clamps
of pneumatictypes are added to secure the poles.
For 3-D components, wooden block stoppers are
arranged on several plywood*boards not parallel
to each other.

Rawcanes are sprayed with ordipped in chemical
solution (undetermined)forthe prevention, control,

I
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Drilling, grooving, andend-coping. Holes are drilled
on rattan seatorbackrestforinserting slates (small
rattan poles o1 cores) orgrooved for inserting rattan
webbing. These are drilled or grooved prior to or
during the assembly depending on the shape of
the furniture component. For straightcomponents,
bench drill units are used while a hand drill can be

used when the frame is assembled. Some

components are cut into half moon shape and
termed as 'coping' to ease jointing of the

,

,

~
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components during the assembly process.
A special dallis used forthe purpose.

Binding'Assembly Assembly involves putting parts
or components together which can be by dowels
or combined nails and tying.

Finishing. Finished furniture pieces are painted,
shellacked, orvarnished, for beauty and durability.

' ,. 3 Manufacturing Process

The advanced processing technologies in Malaysia
represent a typical production process to produce
high quality rattan products. The Philippines
likewise follow the same process and reports
showed that the Filipino craftsmanship cannot be
equaled and rattan furniture and crafts from the
country is stillin demand in the international market
(Raja 2004).

The method used in processing rattans is mostly
dictated by species, -initial physical condition, and
diameter. Rattan processing involves cooking,
drying, and processing into secondary products
such as peels, cores, splits, and skins; and these
are doneeithermanuallyorby machines; Products
are classified whether they are from small-orlarge-
diameter caries. Cores, splits, skins, and sticks
are derived from small-diameter caries while

products from large-diameter caries may be cores
or skins and are used as natural or debarked

frames. The general processing steps for big
diameter rattan in Peninsular Malaysia is shown in
Figure 2.

For small-diameter rattan, processing is similarto
that of the large-diameter group, however, after
several days of air-drying, natural caries are
selected; and also for core and skin products.
These are further graded and processed and later
stored orsold in the market.

producing high quality rattan furniture. Straightened
caries are measured as a requirement and
cross-cut with the use of radial arm saw with

adjustable stoppers.

2. Packaging

Packaging of rattan products in ASEAN countries
has not gone beyond wrapping with transparent
or noritransparent plastic sheets and boxes.
There are 00 special packaging materials or
crating techniques (Mabong 2004) since all
finished products are for local consumption. Raw
caries orfinished products for export are bundled
or wrapped for shipment (Wiyono and
Saritos 2004).

In Lao PDR, raw materials are grouped according
to grades after piling and polishing and those that
will be processed in the factory are stacked in
shelves. Those that will be sold or exported are
wrapped in plastic sheet (100 poleswirepper).
Finished products are grouped in categories and
displayed in the showroom and shelves. There is
no complex packaging offin ished rattan products.
Wickers and cores are bundled into 50 kg and
packed in jute sacks while shoots are bundled in
5 pieces and brought to the marketin Thailand.

3. Products

b

,

..

,
Rattan furniture-making involves processes
described in Figure 3. Rattan caries are selected
and undergo straightening that can either be done
manually or through the use of pneumatic
straightening machines. These are used for

,

3. ,

Table 10 shows the primary, secondary, finished
products and other uses of rattan in the nine
ASEAN membercountries in this study.

Primary products. The primary rattan products
in the ASEAN member-countries can be

generalized as raw or whole caries which may
be treated, coarse or polished rattan. In Myanmar,
the primary product is the rattan stick that is
used for tying the teak logs together to make a
log-raft and float the timber down the river. In a
year, about 3 million sticks are consumed for
log-rafts alone. Calamuspla^spathus makes first-
class cane that meetthe required quality for seat
and back of chairs.

Rattan Products

.
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Figure 2. Processing steps for big diameter caries in Peninsular Malaysia
(Source: Razak eta1200, )
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Table ,0. Products from rattan in ASEAN member-countries, 2004.

COUNTRY

Brunei
Darussalam

,

Cambodia

Primary

canes

Indonesia

Secondary

Lao PDR

PRODUCTS FROM RATTAN

canes

splits, wickers,
cores

Malaysia

h

caries

Finished

canes

.

Myanmar

NR

splits, wickers,
cores

furniture,
handicraft,

baskets

Philippines

canes

furniture

NR

Dye, food (urnbut),
medicine

NR

peels, cores,
splits, skins

Other Uses

furniture,
baskets

caries

,

furniture,
souveniritems

Thailand

Fishing tools, light
construction, handicraft

I '

NR

splits, wickers,
cores

Dye, food, medicine

furniture,
handicraft

Vietnam

(imported)

Food, medicine

*NR-NO Report

Secondary products. In general, the secondary
rattan-based products are mostly splits, wickers,
and cores. The small caries are the ones usually
split, the length depends on the market
requirements.

In Indonesia, the semifinished products are
fine-polished rattan, skin, separate furniture
components, and core. Fine-polished rattan results
from peeling the skin of rattan with W&S marked
with the cylindrical bar and refinement impression

furniture,
handicraft

Dye, medicine, food (seed),
roofing materials (leaves
and stalk)

furniture,
handicraft,

baskets

canes

wickers, cores

Farm, fishing tools

Cordage, construction,
thatching & matting, broom
handles, carpetbeaters,
hammocks, walking sticks,
animal traps/'cages, footballs,
hats, bags, twines, food
(ubod), fruits, dyes from fruits

splits

furniture,
handicraft,

baskets

Furniture,
baskets

Dyes, food, medicine,
utensil

along the bar length. In Lao PDR, the secondary
products depend on the purpose of the
manufacturers. At this level, the caries are either

split, wickered, or spiraled using suitable bamboo
CUIms as the main core. In Thailand, caries are

passed on to the coring or wickering machine.
Wickers or cores are graded according to color,
depending on the whitenessofthe material. Those
thatch not pass the standard are bleached forthe
second time.

Cordage, bridge cables,
cables for ferry boats,
hauling logs, picture frames

,

.
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Fintshedpioducts. The listofproducts includeftimiture
items such as chairs, tables, cabinets, and dividers,
backpacks, hand fans, mats, canes, picture frames,
jewel boxes, vanity cases, handbags, cloth hangers,
flower bases, andlampshades. The finished products
in Indonesiaare rattan carpet, Sabrlna, basket, rattan
hat, rattan-matting, handicraft, furniture component,
and furniture.

3.2 Other Uses

Rattan fruits and roots are used as traditional
medicine. The fruit is a source of colorant for the

ceramic and pharmaceutical industries (Mabong
2004; Wiyono and Saritos 2004; Raja 2004). Small
amounts of skin waste are used asfillerforcarjock
or chair. In the Philippines, other uses of rattan
include cordage, construction, thatching, broom
handles, and walking sticks.

caries that degrades or reduces the quality and
market value of the product. Difficulty in obtaining
high quality raw materials has been cited as one of
the problems in Malaysia and Indonesia although
these countries have acquired technologies in the
preservation and treatment of raw materials. It is
possible that gatherers have riot really gone
into actual application of the technology on
treatment in their freshly cut rattan canes. Low
quality raw materials may also be due to the
kind of species available in the country which is
not suitable for the manufacture of high-end
rattan products.

4. Problems and Constraints in
Rattan Processing

Decline in the supply of rawmaterials. AllASEAN
countrles need to focus into rattan cane production
in the face of its growing scarcity. Difficulty is now
being encountered by gatherers because rattan is
only available deep in the forest. The scarcity of
rattan has led furniture and handicraft

manufacturersto use mixed mediain theirproducts.

Poorproduct quality Technologies in processing
and using rattan for the furniture and handicraft
products are available. However, ms possible that
dissemination of these technologies is ineffective.
Apparently, Malaysian rattan products are
not competitive with those manufactured in
the Philippines. Application of postharvest
technologies will help improve the quality of the
products.

High wastage in harvesting. Rattan caries are cut
at the base at 30 cm to 60 cm from the base up to
a convenient length or the reachable height with
which 50% of the caries is wasted. The topmost
portion which cannot be pulled down is wasted.
Climbing the closest treeorcutting the supporttree
to maximize cutting the topmost portion cannot be
attained at alltimes. Cutting the support tee is
againstthe law and impermissiblg.

The Forest Research Institute of Malaysia has
designed and fabricated four kinds of cane cutters
to improve harvesting efficiency. These however
are yetto be tested before they will be marketed.

Lowqualftyrawmaterials. This could bedue to the
occurrenceoffungalstain orinsect attackon rattan

.

"

No advanced processing technology. Ineffective
information dissemination on advance processing
technologies is one of the reasons for inefficient
use of rattan. Cambodia, Brunei, Lao PDR, and
Vietnam appearto lack the proper technologies in
contrastwith other ASEAN countries that generate
competitive rattan-based products. Although
Vietnam have produced productsforexport (Evans
2000), current study reveals that its products still
need improvement to complete in the world market
(Bich and Lapis 2004). Compounding the lack of
technology, is the absence of processing tools to
craftcompetitive and quality furniture and handicraft
products (Bich and Lapis 2004).

,
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,

Based on the results of the study, there is a need
to extend technical assistance to the following
ASEAN member-countries as far as application of
rattan utilization technologies is concerned:
Cambodia, Lao PDR, Myanmar, and Vietnam. The
restoftheASEAN member-countries will give their
share in attaining the objective of the study for
sustainable development of rattan.

I.
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6. Identified Priority S and T and R and D on Rattan Utilization

Table I, . Identified PriorityS and Tand Rand D Projects on Rattan Utilization, 2004.

.,

a. Develop and adoptASEAN grading
standard

a

RESEARCH STUDIES

b. Right season/timing of harvest to
reduce susceptibility to insect
destruction or staining

c. Comparative study on preservation
practices used in ASEAN region

"

.

d. Application of existing technology on
Kiln drying for rattan

COUNTRIES INVOLVED BASED ON

PRIORITIZATION

e. Develop improved product design
based on market demands

Brunei Darussalam, Lao PDR
Malaysia, Philippines
Thailand, Vietnam

f.

,

Technology on mechanized weaving

Brunei Darussalam, Indonesia
Malaysia, Myanmar
Thailand, Vietnam

\

,

g. Develop improved bleaching
technologies that are environment
friendly

Brunei Darussalam, Cambodia
Indonesia, Malaysia
Myanmar, Philippines
Thailand, Vietnaml

h. Develop newpreservation
technologies at depot

Brunei Darussalam, Cambodia
Thailand, Vietnam

,

Brunei Darussalam, Cambodia
Malaysia, Myanmar
Philippines, Thailand
Vietnam

I. Training on the application of post-
harvest technology

Brunei Darussalam, Cambodia
Lao PDR, Myanmar
Philippines, Thailand
Vietnam

I- Training on processing technologies

Brunei Darussalam, Cambodia
Indonesia, Malaysia
Philippines, Thailand
Vietnam

Brunei Darussalam, Indonesia
Malaysia, Myanmar
Thailand, Vietnam

Brunei Darussalam, Cambodia
Indonesia, Lao PDR
Malaysia, Myanmar
Thailand, vietnam

Brunei Darussalam, Cambodia
Indonesia, Lao PDR
Malaysia, Myanmar
Thailand, Vietnam

.
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Contribution to the Village
Economy

Throughoutthe ASEAN Region, it is perhaps the
village communities that benefit most from rattan.
Rattan-gathering and -weaving provide
employment particularly to the indigenous and local
people. Indonesia has by far, the most number of
home-based rattan enterprises. Approximately
4,200 households, spread across South
Kalimantan, Cirebon, and Central SUIawesi
produce rattan handicrafts and the traditional lampit
or rattan mats (Wiyono and Saritos, 2004). In
the Philippines, although literature cites about
2,100 workers engaged in the production of rattan
handicraft this is suspected to be even more
(Diaz and Rainos, 2004).

The economic importance of rattan in the village
economy is best exemplified in Myanmar, where
an agrarian village of about 2,700 households has
evolved into a major center for rattan production
(Win Myint, 2004). One exporting company pours
in as much as UsD 2,300 to households in this
village as piecework payment for rattan baskets,
trays, and other handicrafts. With five firmsfarming
outjob-orders in the village, total monetary
resources flowing into this village translates to 00
less than UsD 11,000/ino.

Economic Importance of Ratta in Vietnam, Indonesia, the Philippines, and
Myanmar. To sustain these income-generating
activities, interventions should thus focus on
improving the global competitiveness of rattan
products produced in the ASEAN.

2 SkillsDevelopment

Changes or upgrading of traditional skills in a
community often accompany a shift in the nature
of a village's industry. Thus, shifts from an
agriculture-based to a lowmanufacturing based
industry have been rioted in some villages in
Myanmar and Vietnam, where there is a growing
rattan industry.

Similarly in Vietnam, an estimated 5,000 villagers
supply rattan and bamboohandicraftstoexporters.
Here, income received from weaving rattan is
75% higher than incomereceived from farming (Do
Thi Ngoc Bich, 2004).

Because production of rattancraflthroughoutthe
ASEAN is stilllargelydone by rurallabor, tiedegree
of involvement of village communities correlates
with triedemandvolume. Thus, in ASEAN countrles
with glowing rattancraftexports, therecorresponds
an active rattan-based rural economysuch asthose

This development has spurred changes in skills.
Traditional designs and weaving skills have been
upgraded to conform to export standards.
Entrepreneurial abilities, riotably among women
have been developed and in some ASEAN
countries where few women hold managerial
positions, this is quite significant.

3

The contrlbution of rattan to the national economies

of ASEAN countries can begaugedfromthevalue
of their rattan exports. Countries that export raw
rattan and finished products are Indonesia,
Myanmar, Thailand, Lao PDR, Malaysia, and the
Philippines. ' Of these, Indonesia and the
Philippines have reported significant export
earnings erable 12). In 2002, Indonesia had the
largest exports of rattan raw materials and finished
rattan products in the ASEAN, amounting to UsD
291 million. Of this, UsD 1/2 million (38%) are
finished furniture, handicraft, and the traditional
lampit (rattan carpet). In the same year, the
Philippines exported only about UsD 96.9 million
worth of finished products, down from UsD 118
million in 2000. Rattan exportsofthe other ASEAN
countrles were minimal.

E ports

'ERDB, College, Laguna4037 PHILIPPINES
'FPRDl, College, Laguna 4037 PHIUPPINE
'No export figures for Vietnam and Cambodia
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Table 12. Export values of rattan raw material and finished products offive.

Country

Indonesia

Philippines

Malaysia

Myanmar

ASEAN countrtes. '

"As reported in the country papers; figures are for 2002, exceptfor Malaysia which is an estimated annual figure

Thailand

Exports (million UsD)

Based on available data, however, the contribution
of rattan relative to the national total for forestry or
the wood-based sectoris very small. In Myanmar,
foreign eXchange earnings from rattan was only
5% of the total timber exports in 2003. This was
only slightly higher than Malaysia, which reported
a rattan's contribution to be 3% of the total wood-

based exports.

Thailand and Lao PDR report even lower figures.
In Thailand, rattan constitutes only about 0.1% of
the total forestry sectorcontribution. Lao PDR, on
the other hand, estimates the contribution of rattan
to total GDP at I%.

Total

29/04

96.94

24.00

I000

0.89

422.87

V

68.82

22.92

2. Marketing

2. , Productsand Prices

Myanmar are still 99% made from rattan.
Indonesia, for instance is famous for its traditional
lampit or rattan carpet.

Prices of rattan, whether as raw material orfinished
productrefiectthe costs associated with harvesting,
transporting, and processing plus profit margin. In
Indonesia, profits are greatest fortraders of W&S
rattan who net around UsD 281tto Us0331t of raw

cane rattan, while profits are least for weavers of
rattan carpets who net only Us Do. 701carpet
(Barnbang and Saritos, 2004).

2.2 ProductFlow

5.67

2.36

Rattan products traded in the ASEAN markets can
be broadly classified into: I) raw poles and
secondary raw materlals such as splits, cores and
wicker and 2) rattan finished products such as
furniture, handicraft and other rattanware.

Variations in design, weave, and raw material mix
result in product differentiation. In the Philippines,
rattancraftincorporate stone, metal orleather. This
mixed media trend was a direct result of the

difficulties in sourcing caries felt by the industry. In
contrast, most of the products from rattan-rich
countries such as Indonesia, Lao, Vietnam, and

0.02

too. 00

,

,

The marketing of rattan in alithe ASEAN countrles
follows a general pattern. Rattan gatherers, usually
villagers near the harvest sites, are the first link in
the rattan marketing chain. Traders provide them
with cash or goods as advance payment for the
canes that they harvest.

The harvested canes are transported either by the
gatherers or by animal to a temporary stockyard in
or near the forest. Here, pretreatment activities
such as sorting, bundling, and air-drying are done.
These are collected by the traders and transported
by trucks, raft or boat, to their depots where they
are further treated and processed into splits, cores
and wicker. Some large exporting firms contract
their own rattan gatherers to assure steady supply
of raw materlals.

h
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Figure 4. Product Flow of Rattan

Wholesalers

Gatherers

"

The harvested poles enter either the local orforeign
market. Countries that exportrattan raw materials
to countries both within and outside the region are
Indonesia, the Philippines, Lao PDR, and Myanmar.
Indonesia is the major supplier of raw rattan. In
2002, 68% of Indonesia's rattan exports were
semiprocessed rattan raw materials. Myanmar
supplies caries to Thailand and China. Of its total
rattanexportsin 2002, 35%werecanes. Lao PDR,
on the other hand, exports 70% of its rattan raw
materials across the Mekong to Thailand.

Poles and secondary products reach furniture and
handicraft producers and suppliers through
wholesalers. Large export firms or individual
weavers conventhese into furniture or handicraft.

These productsfind theirway either into the export
or domestic market.

3. Investment and Profitability
Indicators for Plantation

Establishment and Processing

The investment required in setting up a rattan
furniturelhandicraft firm varies with the intended

scale of operation. In Indonesia, setting up a
furniture plant with an annual output of 1,250
assorted items would need about UsD 6,530. In
Lao PDR, where the industry is stillrelatively small
compared to Indonesia, setting upsmallscale rattan

"

Furniture and handicraft producers

Wholesalers/Secondary
Products Processors

Trader

Exportingrket

"

,

firms would need from UsD 30 to UsD 200;return
on investrnent averages from 15% to 20%.

Sincetherattan industry in the ASEAN is shillargely
dependenton labor, costoflaborin the rattan sector
would factor significantiy in the cost of processing
rattan. Thus, the prevailing laborrates in the rattan
industry of each ASEAN country would affectthe
price competitiveness of rattan (Table 13). In
Indonesia, rates for specific jobs range from
UsD 0.22, UsD 0.39, and UsD 0.78 for binding,
hole boring, and framing, in that order.
Comparatively, piecework rate in the Philippines
averaged UsD 4,001productin 1994.

Exceptfor Cambodiaand Myanmarthe investrnent
required in establishing rattan plantations in the
other ASEAN countries have already been
estimated and results of feasibility studies gave
favorable indicators. These findings may
independently be interpreted as true and
acceptable and activities supporting the
establishment of rattan plantation should be
pursued.

4. Policies

Although all the ASEAN countries have policies
pertaining to regulation of resources and trade of
rattan, these differ in scope or degree of rigidity.

Domestic
market

J

.
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Table ,3. SOCioeconomic indicators forthe rattan industry in the ASEAN.

COUNTRY

Brunei

MARKETS

(usD)

Export none;
limited to local

markets

Cambodia

PEOPLE

INVOLVED

No data

No data on

exports;limited
to local market

Indonesia

PRICES

(usD)

Exports: 291
million in 2002

Domestic:

Tourist and local

Markets

No data

No data

LABOR

(usD)

Lao PDR

No data

4,200
households in

So. Kalimantan,
Cirebon and

Central

SUIawesi

INVESTMENT

(UsD only as
indicated)

Exports: 70%
across the

Mekong to
Thailand

Canes:

0.31pole to
1.21pole

No data

Malaysia

Canes:

3911 to 441t

from

gatherers
4701pack ,
splits

No data

No data

FINANCIAL FEASIBILITY

INDICATORS

(UsD only as indicated)

Exports:
24millionlyr

0.78 framing;
0.39 holing;
022 binding

No data

Plantation:

NPV, 6%: B$49.4 million;
IRR: 13%; BCR: 1.9
Furniturelhandicraft

production: none

0651pole to
0.81pole;
071pc to
lipc from
factory

Myanmar

No data

Plantation: No data

Furniture/handicraft

production: 6530
(for 1,250 itemslmo)

Exports:
10 million in 2002
Local and tourist

market

401mo to

601mo

Philippines

No data

Caries:

0,171pole
to tipole;
1,431bundle,
splits

Exports: 96.9
million in 2002
Local and toutst

markets

Plantation: 352 for

I ha to4 ha

Furnitureltiandicraft

production: 200,
large; 80, medium;
30, small

Plantation:

NPV: Rp5.5 billion:
IRR:17.08%; BCR: 2.18
Furniturelhandicraft

production: none

.I

2,700 workers
in YekyiTonnship
supplying 5
exporters

141day (1990)

Thailand

,

2169 workers

in handicraft

production

0,741pole;
0751kg to
3.41kg

Exports:
8989 million in

2002
Local & jourlst
markets

Plantation: 4501ha. in

natural forest; 8401ha.
in rubber plantation

Plantation: none

Furnitureftiandicraft

production: R01: 15-20%

Vietnam

4 Imo to 71mo,
unskilled; 12
to 23, skilled

0171pole to
0461pole

No data

No data on

exports.
Local & tourlst
markets

,

NPV, 10% Palasan, NPV of
I in growth ratelyr. =
usD 99007

2 in growth rate/yr =
usD 1834.89

3 in growth ratelyr. =
usD 4659.84

No data

36 SOCioEcoNorAics, ,AARKEriNG, POLICIES, AND LINKAGES

4 Iday (1994)

No data

5,000 villagers
produce
rattancraft

Plantation:

PhP 7102, 1'' yr;
PhP1678, 2"d yr;
PhP1418, 3ad yr.

No data

No data

4000-8000

VND per
pole

No data

Plantation: NPV, 12%:
PhP4070

IRR:17%

Furniturelhandicraft

production: none

No data

..

Plantation:

1.1 million VND

Furniturelhandicraft

production:
I billion VND

Plantation: NPV, 12%: 2024
baht
Furniturelhandicraft

production: none

,

Plantation: No data

Fumiturerhandicralt

production: 350T/ino to
450T VND/ino.
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All of them, however, have 00 known policies on
biological protection and genetic conservation
(Table 14).

Of allthe countries in the region, probably only
Indonesia, Malaysia and the Philippines have
extensive policies regulating harvesting and trade
of rattan and promoting the establishment of rattan
plantations. This is not surprlsing since the rattan
industry in Indonesia and the Philippines is relatively
larger and has more advanced processing
technologies than their ASEAN neighbors.
Malaysia and the Philippines, on the other hand,
have mature and advanced studies on rattan

propagation and plantation establishment.

5. Institutional Capabilities and
Linkages

I *

In Malaysia, financial and technical assistance is.
extended to small-scale rattan entrpreneurs.
Technical assitance takes the form of providing
machinery and sometimes the building itself. In
Indonesia, some NGOs focus on products and
others focus on production.

5.3 International Linkages

International linkages of the rattan industry in the
region are quite limited. These are presented in
Table 16. These do not seem to be an ASEAN

network for forestry at all.

It appears that attendance in international
conferences is the only linkage as far as Brunei
Darussalam is concerned. In other countries, the

linkage takes the form of a common projecti. e. ,in
Indonesiasupported by the IDRC, European Union,
INBAR, and CIFOR. Lao PDR has some linkages
with RECOFTC in Bangkok, INBAR in Beijing,
CIFOR in Indonesia, Dlin England, and with the
FAO and IUCN. In 1992-1994, INBAR worked
together with FORDA to construct a rattan
database, and the abstracts can be seen in the
website. Thailand has links also with ITTO, Danish
International Development Assistance (DANIDA)
in Copenhagen and the International PlantGenetic
Resources Institute (IPGRl).

L

"

5.1 ACademe and Government

The academe in ASEAN countries is relatively
active in research and instruction related to the

forests, while the forestry departments essentially
are in charge of forest protection (Table 15).
However, activities are not integrated properly as
each institution carries out its activities in its own

way.

o

Worth special mention is the Forest Research
Institute of Malaysia which has a core of experts
who are able to train entrepreneurs in the uses of
rattan and bamboo. In Myanmar, the Institute of
Forestry was established only in 1992. Beyond
enumeration, the other country reports do riot
mention, define or dartfy the institutional capabilities
that the academeand Government playin the rattan
industry.

a

5.2

Table 15presentssomedataon NGOs and sectoral
organizations that can operate at the grassroots
levelto supportrattan-based projects and activities.
In Lao PDR, NGOs havediscovered that nontimber
forest products are viable sources of income for
rural people. In Indonesia, NGOs focus both on
rattan exports and rattan cultivation.

NGOs and the Private Sector

6. Problems and Constraints on

SOCioeconomics, Marketing,
Policies and Linkages

Substitute products from plastics. Substitute
products or services are threats to one's products
orservices. Conceivably, every single productthat
you can make out of rattan, you can make and
shapeoutof plastic. There are now beautiful chairs
that look like they are made of rattan but are in
reality beauties of plastic. If the competition is
strong, for instance, if plastic is cheaper, many
people will forego rattan and shift to plastic.

Inadequate marketing support, lack of
marketing information and illegal trade.
Promotion of rattan asrawcaneorfinished products
as furniture or handicraft appeared to be wanting.

.
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Table 14. Policy initiatives on production, utilization, regulation, trade of rattan
and conservation and protection in the ASEAN, 2004.

Country

Brunei
Darussalam

Production

NR

Utilization

Permit or license to

gather rattan
required

Policy

Cambodia

Marketing

No limits set on

imported rattan
products but are
subject to import
taxes

Indonesia

NR

NR

Conservation and
Protection

No interventions
made toward the

biological protection
and genetic
conservation of

existing rattan
resources.

NR

Permits issued

allowing harvesting
rights for rattan but
did not set limits on

allowable cut; as a
result, 90% of rattan
comes from natural

forest, only 10% from
plantations

The National

Forestry Policy
stresses the

responsibility of all
citizens to

sustainably manage
and develop the
natural resources of

the country

,,

NR

,

1979-export of raw
rattan (deglazed but
not yet cleaned,
smoked or

suphurized) was
banned

1986-prefious ban
was extended to

rattan products that
have undergone
slight processing

1988-total export ban
of half-finished

products

1992-gov't softened
position on earlier
decrees;imposed
export taxes on raw
rattan and half-

finished products,
respectively

1998-gov't gave
more freedom to the

rattan industry
through tax
incentives

. Royal Decree of
1993 placed 3.4
million ha under

protection

,

No policy yet on
rattan protection and
genetic
conservation.
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Table ,4. Policy initiatives on production, utilization, regulation, trade of rattan
and conservation and protection in the ASEAN, 2004 (continuation).

Country

I ,

Lao PDR

I '

Production

Malaysia

. No policy on
development of
rattan plantations

NR

Myanmar

L

Utilization

Permitto gather
rattan is required
with specific
allowable cut

*

Policy

NR

Philippines

Encouraged more
value-added

processing

Marketing

Rattan caries for

export should be in
semi-finished or

finished products.

DENR Administrative
Order No. 4

(1989). Revised
regulations
governing rattan
resources including
cutting, gathering,
transporting, and
disposal, including
amendments related

to plantation
development.

Forest Policy (1995)-
Sec. 17. Harvesting
of any forest product
is restricted by
permit.

Export ban on raw
rattan canes coining
from Peninsular

Malaysia and Sabah;
does not apply to
rattan coming from
plantations.

a

Conservation and
Protection

I ..

No policy yet on
biological and
genetic conservation

NR

Shift from centrally
planned to market
economy triggered
boom in exports of
rattan finished

products.

DENR Administrative
Order No. 4-1

(1989). Special
provision forthe
processing of rattan
application within
area reserved or

occupied by cultural
communities.

NR

Board of

Investments (BOl)
credit programmes
for starting and
developing
enterprises.

Encouraged more
value-added

processing

DENR Administrative
Order No. 61

(1990). Guidelines in
the Determination of
Floor Price for
Rattan.

Amended Rules and

Regulations
implementing PD
930.

RA 7586 (1992)
Act providing forthe
establishment and

management of the
National Integrated
Protected Areas

System (NIPAS).

DAO 25 (1992)
The National

Integrated Protected
Areas System
implementing rules
and regulations
focusing on the twin
objectives of
biodiversity
conservation and
sustainable

development.

PD 1586 (1978)
Establishment of

Environment Impact
Statement System
(EIS)

DAO 21 (1992)
Revision of Rules

and Regulation on
EIS System

DAO 96-37 (, 996)
Revising DAO 21
(1992) to further
strengthen the
implementation of
the EIS.

DENR Administrative

Order 315 (1991).
Encourages
establishment of
bamboo/rattan

plantations.

BOI Credit Programs
for Beginning and
Developing
Enterprises Magna
Carta for Exporters
(Export Development
Act), 1994.
Exemption from
advanced payments
of duties and taxes

of exports prior to
the opening of the
letter of credit,
percent duty on
importation of
machines and

equipment and
others,

.
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Table ,4. Policy initiatives on production, utilization, regulation, trad^ of rattan
and conservation and protection in the ASEAN, 2004 (continuation).

Country

Philippines

Production

DENR Administrative

Order No. 39 (1993).
Rates and Forest

Charges Pursuantto
Republic Act 7164.
An important
provision is that
charges are levied
on the basis of a
certificate of minor

forest product origin.

DENR Administrative

Order No. 2 (1993).
Rules and

Regulations forthe
Identification,
Delineation and

Recognition of
Ancestral Land and
Domain Claims.

DENR Administrative

Order No. 25 (1993).
Ancestral Domain

Claims guidelines for
the recognition and
protection of
ridigenous Cultural
Coinmunitie's rights
to enter ancestral
ands.

DENR Administrative

Order No. 42 (1991).
Revised Regulations
and Guidelines

Governing the
Establishment and

Development of IFPs.

DAO 63 (2000). New
Rates of Forest

Charges pursuantto
Republic Act No.
7161 and based on
the 1999 FOB

Market price offorest
product.

Utilization

Policy

Marketing
Conservation and

Protection

E. 0 247 (1995)
Prescribing
guidelines and
establishing a
regulatory framework
forthe prospecting of
biological and
genetic resources,
their byproducts and
derivations for
scientific and
commercial

purposes, and for
other purposes.

DAO 96-20 (1996)
Implementing rules
and regulation on the
prospecting of
biological and
genetic resources.

,

vietnam

*NR-NO Report

NR
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cover NTFPs; export
ban on bamboo,
rattan and leaves of
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Table 15. Institutional capabilities and linkages in ASEAN countries, 2004.

Country

Brunei

Darussalam

I'

I *

Indonesia

University of Brunei Darussalam

ACademe

INSTITUTIONAL CAPABILITY& LINKAGE

Lao PDR

BAU, GMU, HU, MU, LMU

Malaysia

*

MCYS, RBPA, FD, DA, Ministry of
Development on land tenure and
land-use.

upM

Government

,

Myanmar

Philippines

Directorste General of Land Rehabilitation

and Social Forestry, Forestry Research and
Development Agency, and Directorate
General of Forest Utilization.

Thailand

The Institute of Forestry

NAFRl, DoF, FRC

upLB, BSu, MMSU, NVSIT, TCA,
PNAC, PSPC, VsCA, and MsU.

Vietnam

NGO and Private
Sector

FRIM, MTIB, and SIRIM

a

Kasetsart University (KU), Forestry
Research Center of KU.

NSB

Table ,6. 'International linkages involving rattan among ASEAN countries, 2004.

FSlin Hanoi, FU in Hatay.

SSSl, IHA, SHK Kaltim, Latin,
Yayasan Dian Tama et.
ASMINDO

Country

The Forest Research Institute (FRl)

Brunei
Darussalam

ERDB, FPRDl, TAPI, PCARRD, DTl,
NSCB and CITC.

Indonesia

RFD, DA, DAE, CPD, LDD, ALRO, OAE,
F10, TPC Ltd. , ORRAF, and MOF.

MYS, Agricultural Bank,
Development Bankof Malaysia
Limited, the Trustee Councilfor
Indigenous People, and the
Malaysian Industry Development
Bank, MNRD

Lao PDR

,

Attendance in conferences/seminars such as this sponsored by ITFO

HSFPRC, F1Plin Hanoi, Sub-Institute of
Economy, RE, IEBR, NGEDC, RTCCD,
and MPRC

Malaysia

IDRC, European Union, INBAR, and CIFOR.

Myanmar

RECOFTC in Bangkok, INBAR, CIFOR and Dl, FAO, IUCN. FRC exchanges
information about NTFPs with NTFPS Research Center of Vietnam.

Philippines

CFIP, PCHl, PCCl, CFEF, CCIR
CDEAP, and ECCP.

INTERNATIONAL LINKAGE

INBAR, UNDP, FAO, and InO

Thailand
.

ITTO, ASEAN Research and Development Expert Group on Forest Products, the
Smithsonian Institution (USA), IPGRl, and FAO.

Vietnam

INBAR, IDRC, FAO, ADB, IUCN, CIFORand InO

CNRES of the University of
Hanoi, and IEE.

FTPP, FTPP, RECOFTC, InO, DANIDA, and IPGRl

IADA.

,

.
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Policies on illegal trade of rattan have to be looked
into to determinethe actual rattan resources of each
of the ASEAN member countries.

Competition for budget(!governmentI'm terms
of government allotment offunds for research and
development, and governmentsupporttothe rattan
industry, competition comes from timber production
and products. Since rattan is a classified as a minor
forest product, it receives minorattention in budget
circles; since timber is classified as a majorforest
product, it receives major attention in terms of
budget.

Lower versatility than competitor Plastic also
rivals rattan in terms of versatility as a raw materlal.
It goes without saying that plastic is more versatile
than rattan when it comes to working with it.
If economies of scale are fa^orable, the
plastic manufacturer can fashion all kinds
of furniture and handicraft and novelty items out
of plastic, dislodging rattan products where
they may.

Other countries' rattan products. It cannot be
denied that rattan products from one country
competewith the rattan productsofanothercountry
inside the importing country or in a third country.
This is significantly so with the advent of
globalization, and especially when the imported
productischeaper. Globalization is here and cannot
be fought against;the intelligentresponse to ms to
make one's products orservices world-class to be
competitive.

Lackofaccess toeredit. Especially stakeholders
who poor, access to credit is difficult due to
credentials and documentation requirement. This
impedes the establishment rattan plantation among
poor household.

Lack of guidelines and standards. In all
the ASEAN membercountries, since there is 00

single, national all-inclusive policy or law on
rattan, there are 00 standards for grading rattan
products, finished or unfinished, and guidelines

for imports and exports that are favorable to
the industry.

Government support of more rewarding
sectors. It cannot be over-emphasized that
Government's major support of timber as a major
forest product is, by SWOT analysis definition, a
continuing threatto rattan as a forest product. This
neglect will persist until Government is made to
recognize the importance of rattan in the economic,
ecological, and social equity aspects of national
development.

Out-migration from rural areas. It is notobvious,
but when those of the remote rural areas are "bitten

by the bug" of "looking for greener pastures, "
including rattan gatherers, they migrate to the city
or abroad. That results in a loss of expertise and
experience.

"

Lack of support from LGUs. With devolution of
power, reported by Indonesia and the Philippines,
local government units (LGUs) have more authority
and more funds; they also now allocate logging
and land clearing permits. But in the absence
of knowledge or awareness, they do not care
aboutrattan orhave 00 program concerning rattan
even if they have forested areas under their
jurisdiction.

,

,

LackofGovemmentpolicies. In general, ASEAN
member-countries do not have a national policy or
law specifically for rattan as a forest product as
they do with timber. Where guidelines exist, they
are riot comprehensive, not systematized, not
synchronized, not consistent. Government failure
arises from the factthat it does not consider rattan

a majorforest product.

Lack of NGO support. Along with or as a
consequence of the lack of Government support,
or as a result of the lack of initiative of NGOs, it is
to be bemoaned that NGOs in ASEAN member

countries do riot advocate and do not support
rattan-based initiatives.
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7. Identified Priority on Rattan
SOCioeconomics, Marketing
and Linkages

Table ,7. Identified Priority on SOCioeconomics, Marketing, and Linkages, 2004.

I'

A

a. Study on SOCioeconomic aspects of
rattan (financial analysis, indigenous
knowledge system, gender roles)

RESEARCHSTUDY

b. Study on consumption patterns and
market preferences

,

c. Review market chain to determine what

is economicalIy viable to the farmer

4

d. Establish a national herbarium with a

rattan section by each country. An
ASEAN database on rattan can be set up
to facilitate access to information.

COUNTRYINVOLVEDBASEDON
PRIORITIZATION

Brunei Darussalam, Cambodia
Indonesia, Lao PDR

Malaysia, Myanmar
Philippines, Thailand
Vietnam

e. Establish a common database/taxonomy
data.

e

,

f.

Brunei Darussalam, Cambodia
Malaysia, Myanmar
Thailand, Vietnam

Establish a seedbank and germplasm.

g. Establish an ASEAN certification and fair

trade practices.

Brunei Darussalam, Cambodia
Indonesia, Lao PDR
Malaysia, Myanmar
Thailand, Vietnam

I

h. Establish an ASEAN rattan networkthat

would discuss and share policies to
complement orsupport implementation
of rattan project. e. g. transboundary
issue. (Rattan Project Website)

Cambodia, Malaysia
Myanmar, Thailand
Vietnam

I. Coordinate, compile documents for
sharing e. g. dissemination of information
through RIC electronic bulletin using the
FRIM website.

Cambodia, Malaysia
Myanmar, Thailand
Vietnam

Indonesia, Malaysia
Thailand, Vietnam

Brunei Darussalam, Malaysia
Myanmar, Thailand
Vietnam

Brunei Darussalam, Cambodia
Indonesia, Malaysia
Myanmar, Philippines
Thailand, Vietnam

Brunei Darussalam, Cambodia
Malaysia, Myanmar
Philippines, Thailand
Vietnam

.
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SWO Ariayss

ASEANcountryrepresentatives identified trieshangths, Weaknesses, Opportunities andThreatsconceming
the rattan industry (Table 18).

Table 18. SWOT analysis of rattan industry in the ASEAN Region, 2004

ThreatOpportunityWeaknessStrengthASPecVCountry

Prod"c"on of
Raw"ate, fats

Brunei

Cambodia

Abundant Natural Rattan

Resources

Indonesia

NR

Stability irisupplying Scarcity of rawmaterlal Improving number and
rattan species to berattan raw matchal of commercial rattan

Manyrattanspeciesto Onlyfewrattanspedes utilized.
Development offorestbe used in rattan industry have been utilized

Possessing largenumber Weaknessinhandling plantation
Developing wiseof species andgood harvesting and

quality of rawmaterlal postharvestadivit^s harvesting technique
Natural rattan plantscan which leadtodecreasing High bargaining position

for farmerin qualitybe cultivated
Most rawmaterlalsare Improving welfareofDistribution of rattan

forest dwellerscoining from naturalplants throughout
Providing creditfortheforestIndonesia

Lack of gatherer's rattan farmers

Improving localeamingknowledgeon raw
matchals quality of
required market
Not enough capital for
farmers to gather natural
rattan or to cultivate

rattan plant.

Only few species of
rattan are identified of
commercial value; Lack
of resource inventory
data.

NR

The natural forests are

still vast and intact

Malaysia

Myanmar

Lao PDR

NR

Unfavorable markets.

NR

Philippines

Thailand

NR

NR

Local people still
cooperate in harvesting;
give information on the
atisting areas

NR

Low in rattan prtce
Smugglings
Using unwise harvesting
technique

Vietnam

NR

'ERDB, College, Laguna403f PHIUPPINES
'ERDB, College, Laguna 4037 PHIUPPINES
OOFPRDl, College, Lag"na403f PHIUPPINES

NR

NR

Vestofraw matchalfrom Demonstration formtlan Lackoffund and

caries plantation;the sources; no techniques; securlty in
plantation yetiorcane existing of natural forests harvest method; custom
produdion of eating young shoots.

NR

Labor available and
cheap

NR

NR

NR

NR

Lack of capital for
nibn cultivated

NR

NR

NR

NR

Create job for IOCa
people

NR

Lack of knowledgefor
planting, treating
diseases
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Table ,8. SWOT analysis of rattan industry in the ASEAN Region, 2004 (continuation).

AspectlCountry

2. Marketing
a. Raw"aterials

b. Finished Products

Brunei

Strength

Potential domestic

market.

Good farm to market

roads

Available locally.

Weakness

Cambodia

Indonesia

Low to nil demand in

locally produced rattan
products . Presence of

imported goods. Only
few species identified
with commercial value.

Poor product quality.

Opportunity

NR

High availability of
industrlal number and

capacity
High availability of
craftsmen

High number of cheap
labor

Simply operated
equipments

Potential Demand for

rattan products is
present. More than 80
species are found in the
country. Modern design
and better craftsmanship.
Assessable from

neighboring countries.

NR

Threat

Low Utility
Less mendly technology
process

Conventional equipments
and process
Postharvest processors'
low motivation

Low in modification

processing

Malaysia

Presence of imported

goods.
Available resources in

neighboring countties.
Most quality products
offered by ASEAN
Countries.

Myanmar

NR

Lao PDR

High opportunity to
increase in production
volume

Opening on diversify of
species utilization of non
commercial rattan

Development of rattan
product diversification

High opportunity to
innovate new product
Opening development on
processing technology.
Waste utilization

NR

"

NR

Philippines

Varieties of rattan caries

species

,

NR

Thailand

NR

Existence of synthetic
rattan products
Existence of cheap
rattan productfrom

competitor country
Pollution.

Vietnam

NR

NR

Not enough knowledge
on rattan morphology;
weak quality study

NR

.
,

Largedemand

The competition on price
at the different areas-

high quality products,
cheap and various kinds
of products
Traditional products

NR
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,

NR

NR

Raw materials

preservation improved,
new design of products

NR
\

Lots of middle-men

Lackof market

information

Market survey
Marketinformation

Old-fashioned designs

NR

NR

NR

NR

\

Time consumed in

hauling caries from
forests; real price of raw
material.

Farmers readily to
participate
Internal and external

trade has been

expanded

'b

NR

NR

,

Distribution sparsely
High transportation costs
Harvest time

Unstable markets

Competition with foreign
countries' products

J
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Table ,8. SWOT analysis of rattan industry in the ASEAN Region, 2004 (continuation).

AspectlCountry

3. Utilization/

Manufacturing

I I
I '

Brunei

Strength

Available technology and
existence of several

inariufadurlng I

processing plants.

Cambodia

Indonesia

Weakness

\

NR

Local product processing
has diminished due to

low demand.

Highly supplying potency
of raw matetial to rattan

enterprises

Possessing natural

durability and easy to be
formed

High demand
90% of finished

products for exporting

Very potential for
International market

Various production types
and usable product

every where
High esthetical value and
comfortable.

Opportunity

NR

*

Potential local market

demand for rattan

products is good and can

be expanded to foreign
market.

Inequitable rattan price

due to long marketing
chain

A little of raw matchal

information at local

farmer

Highly fluctuation of
rattan price at farmer
and craftsmen level

Weakness of interna-

tionalrattan price
information

Weakness of bargaining

position at international
market

Less innovative of

product design.

Threat

NR

,

Domestic rattan products
manufacture will be

totally neglected.

Malaysia

Equitable rattan price

Shortening market chain

Determining basic price
of rattan at

farmer level

Increasing in earning of

local government

Extending in market

segmentation

Improving main role in
international market

Increasing in foreign

eXchange

Highly probability in
innovation of new

products

Myanmar

Lao PDR

NR

NR

NR

,

Scarcity of raw material

for industry
Illegal trade

Lack of supply in raw
materials due to low

price

Limited in market

international supply

Increasing in rattan

industry competitors in

other country

Philippines

Preference of all users;

local people have some
skills in handicrafts.

Thailand

NR

vietnam

NR

NR

Few design, only some

species used

NR

Labor available, skillful,

and heavy in experlence.

NR

NR

NR

Raw material

preservation, reduce

vest, improve handle
tools

NR

Manual production
Protection of raw

matchals and finished

products

NR

NR

NR

Pite incentive

,

NR

Technology transfer

Imported modern
machines

Application of science

knowledge in rattan

processing

.

NR

NR

Lack of processing

knowledge
Lack of raw materials
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Table ,8. SWOT analysis of rattan industry in the ASEAN Region, 2004 (continuation).

AspectlCountry

4. Policy

Brunei

Cambodia

Strength

Indonesia

Existence of broad

government policy

NR

Prevention of raw rattan

export by high export
taxes

No taxes on finished

products export
Only the industry that
can export rattan finished
products

Weakness

Not specific to rattan
resource.

NR

Less condudve of

existing policy to rattan
farmer.

Less socialization on

released rattan policy to
rattan farmers

Weakness to controlin

rattan policy
implementation
Less harmonized and

unsynchronized of rattan
policy between central
government and local
government, and among
CGalgovemments

Opportunity

Malaysia

Possible review of

existing policy.

Myanmar

Lao PDR

NR

NR

in proving to control
rattan policy
implementation
in proving market chain

and administrative policy
Harmonizing and
synchronizing rattan
policy between central
government and local
government, and among
local governments

Threat

NR

Philippines

Out<lated policy.

Allow harvest of rattan;
export ban of raw
matchal; check points for
NTFPs transportation

Thailand

NR

Vietnam

NR

n autonomy era, local
governments tend riot
obey the rattan policy
from central government
Rattan traders tend riotto

obey an existing policy
Local government policy
flange to monopolies
Convention policy

NR

NR

5. Infomatio"

System

NR

Notimplemented well

Support to the state's
policies on the
development of the
professional villages

,

Brunei

NR

"

NR

NR

NR

Cambodia

Could be improved

Existence of mass-

media;linkages with the
academe and prtvate
organization.

Specific policies related
to rattan

Indonesia

NR

NR

NR

NR

,
,

NR

High development on
information network

Strong policy
implementation
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Lack of impetus and less
aggressive approach.

The necessary policy for
the development of
rattan industry

r

NR

NR

NR

Rattan resource areas

have riot yet been
reached by information
network.

Relatively costly in
information network

usage

Receptive public. Local
product promotion.

The farmers knowledge
Policy implementation

NR

Opening request of
information network

development in rattan
producing center

Diminished public
understanding and
cooperation.

,

NR

High investment on
networking development
No transparency of
market adorin providing
rattan prtce information

I.

I

~

.
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Table 18. SWOT analysis of rattan industry in the ASEAN Region, 2004 (continuation).

AspectlCountry

5. Information

System

e

Malaysia

o

Myanmar

Strength

Lao PDR

NR

Philippines

NR

Thailand

Existing of information
office.

Weakness

Vietnam

.~\

I

NR

5. Institutions

NR

I

NR

NR

Showrooms for rattan

products

Brunei

Opportunity

Still weak capacity

NR

Cambodia

NR

Existence of both

government and private
institutions involved in

the industry.

NR

Indonesia

NR

Lack of interdisciplinary
linkages

I

Could be improved

Threat

NR

IJ

NR

Rattan post-harvest and
farmer association in

some region

Existing of Indonesian
handicraft Associations

(ASMINDO)
Promotion on finished

products by ASMINDO
to other country
Availability of many
research scientist in
rattan activities

NR

Lack of coordination.

Individual/Respective
mandates and objectives
may post as constraints.

NR

NR

Biodiversity information
center and network on

rattan

Need sometime

NR

Malaysia

NR

Lack offarmer

association at any local
government
ASMINDO more

accommodating the
importance of
downstream industry
No institution to conduct

rattan activities

.

I I

Myanmar

NR

The institutions are

willing participants to
proper cooperation and
coordination

Lao PDR

Information analysis and
processing.

..

NR

Philippines

NR

NR

Thailand

Opening to establish
farmer association at

all rattan producing
center

Possibility in forming
special institution to
conductrattan

activities

Government

organizations in allevels

*NR-NO Report

Enthusiasm to cooperate
and condensate may

Vietnam

wane

NR

NR

NR

NR

NR

NR

No motivation of all stake

holder to establish rattan
association

No clearroles
,

NR

NR

NR

NR

NR

Could be improve

,

NR

NR

NR

NR

NR

Need sometime

.

NR

NR

NR
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a. Rattan is a very important source
of livelihood forthe rural folks.

This isespecia!Iytrueto thosewhoare at the bottom
of the economic level which is particularly
constitutes the large segments of the population in
many ASEAN countries.

b. Diminishing supply and low quality
rattan materials

Despite theirimportance in the SOCioeconomicand
cultural contribution to the marginalized people, little
effort has been given to manage these resources
on a sustainable basis which resulted to decline in

the supply of raw materials. Difficulty is now being
encountered by gatherers because rattans are only
available deep in the forest.

e. Need for new or

production and
technologies

H gh wastage in harvesting

Specifically, information on silvicultural
requirements of lesser-used rattan, intercropping
of rattan with other crops, new preservation
techniques and SOCioeconomic aspects of rattan
production and utilization.

Rattancanesarecutatthe baseor30cmt060cm

from the base up to a convenient length or to a
reachable height. Around 30% to 50% of the caries
are wasted.

d. Inadequate knowledgeonadvanced
production and utilization
technologies

This has partly resulted in the desultory
development of the rattan industry. Although
technologies on seed production, nursery, and
plantation establishments are available, results of
the situational analysis showed that transfer of
technologies to the direct beneficiaries have riot
been conducted.

It is apparentfrom the results of the studythatthere
is a need for improved techniques in rattan
plantation establishment and management in
degraded forest. Likewise, there is also a need for
improved techniques on harvesting to reduce
wastage during the process.

improved
utilization

I'

Limited information on rattan

marketing practices, product
promotion and pricing

I I

Although rattan products are manufactured in
almost alloftheASEAN member countries, results
indicate that promotion and marketing of rattan
products input requirements and costs prevailing
in the rattan industry.

Limited access to advanced processing
technologies is oneofthe reasonsthatleadto poor
product quality which are riot competitive in the
world market. Cambodia, Brunei, Lao PDR, and
Vietnam appeared to be wanting of these
technologies which are being utilized by other
ASEAN countries. Apparently, acquisition of
knowledge on postharvesttechnologies will brlng
about an improvement of product quality.I. *

.I
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For sustainable development of the rattan industry
in the ASEAN member-countries, the following
recommendations have to be considered:

a. Strengthening of the program on seed
production, nursery and plantation
establishment to minimizeffnotcomplete!y
solve the problem on rawmateiialsupp!y

Plantation establishment and management in all
the ASEAN countries appear to be most effective
method of solving the continuing decline in raw
material resources in the region. These can be
complemented with seed production and nursery
establishment to augment the need of prospective
entrepreneurs who will go on plantation
establishment. his also recommended that other

species have to be looked into as alternative

^.

testing and evaluation so that these can be
immediately used by rattan gatherers in commercial
scale. Further testing and evaluation of techniques
in harvesting have to be conducted. research and
development on the use of waste products
generated from harvesting and processing haveto
be conducted.

resource.

b. Intensify training anddemonstiationonthe
application of production and utilization
technologies.

To address the problem on declining supply of raw
matchals, low quality raw materials, and poor
product quality, demonstration and training on the
application the following: a) seed germination; by
nursery establishment; c) plantation management;
and, d) processing technologies like preservation,
bending, assembly, finishing, and product design
have to be conducted at the village or community
level.

d. GenerationoffrewedinokigiesffiioughR&D

Information on improved silvicultural practices,
intercropping, treatment, drying, bleaching and
finishing techniques through research and
development projects have to be generated.
Likewise, information on the natural rattan
resources has to be verified since this was found

to be wanting in most of the ASEAN member
countries.

Technical assistance has to be extended to the

following member-countries: Cambodia, Lao PDR,
Myanmar and Thailand. The rest of the ASEAN
member countries will give their share in attaining
the objective of the study for sustainable
development of rattan.

Development of technologyonharvesting
toaddressh^Ihwastageinharvestingand
utilization of waste

Increase or intensify awareness on
marketing practices, product promotion
andpiicing

It appears that most of the ASEAN member-
countries use rattan at the local marketlevelonly in
pite of the lucrative prospects in the export market.
There are available markets for high quality rattan
products.

a

The technologythatwasdeveloped and designed
by FRIM has to be looked into and fast track its

Thereshould beanexlensiveinformationcampaign
on the various production and utilization
technologies for sustainable development of rattan
in the ASEAN region. These should complement
the thrusts and objectives of the International
Network for Bamboo and Rattan (INBAR) and
Rattan Information Center (RIC) and other
institutions involved in rattan programs.

g. Governmentsupport, interns of human,
manc^^ andtechnioalresou, cesibr, attan
sustainable development should be
provided

There is a need toprovideincentivestothevarious
sectors or stakeholders involved in the rattan

Infomation dissemination
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industry. Credit programs and other financing
programs that will provide lower interest rates for
the smalland medium scale industries will alleviate

the problem on lack of capital.

h. Need for policies to ensure sustainable
produofivity

A reviewon the implementation of policies relating
to allocation offorestland, plantation establishment,
forest charges, allowable cut, access to raw rattan
and export and import regulations and have to be
conducted.

*,
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Application of Production and Utilization
Technologies for Rattan Sustainable

Development in the ASEAN Member-Countries

The Southeast Asian region is endowed with diverse
species of non-wood forest products (NWFPs) owing to
its vasttropical forests. Of the I 3 known genera of rattans,
ten genera with about 574 species are found in the
Southeast Asian and neighboring regions. Owing to this
great number of rattan species, Southeast Asia is
considered to be the centre of biodiversity of rattan.
Commercial species of rattan are only approximately
10 percent of the total known species worldwide.

The global threat on ecosystems and environment brought
about by forest destruction and deforestation has
influence in the major shift from timber-oriented program
to nonwood forest products or NWFPs such as rattan.
The problem in rattan production and utilization
technologies requires improvement of techniques in
planting and management of rattan in degraded forest.

As a first step towards sustainable development of rattan
in the region, the Ecosystems Research and Development
Bureau-Department of Environment and Natural Resources
(ERDB-DENR) and the Forest Products Research and
Development Institute-Department of Science and
Technology (FPRDl-DOST)implement a pre-project entitled
"Application of Production and Utilization Technologies
for Rattan Sustainable Development in the ASEAN Member
Countries. This pre-project aims to assess the SOCio-
economic acceptability, financial and market feasibility
of rattan production and utilization technologies in the
ASEAN member countries.
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The study reported in this book highlights the situation
of rattan commodity, the SOCioeconomic, production,
harvesting, processing, utilization and market dimensions
of rattan in local communities and plantation in the ASEAN
member countries and to determine the future action

needed to enhance ASEAN regional cooperation through
collaborative research in rattan sustainable development.
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